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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this projact was to examine the feasibility of the use
of traunsition metal hexakis arylisocyanide complexes confined to polymeric
thin films in solar energy conversion systems. The chemical systems of
interest were chromium, molybdenum and tungsten arylisocyanide complexes
which had been previously examined in terms of their solution spectroscopy
and photochemistry by Gray et al and had been found to have rather long
excited state lifetimes. Since we had shown that charge transfer complexes
in thin polymer films supported on e ectrode surfaces were viable routes
-o solar energy conversion Qumposites , we chose to extend our studies to
include these more promising complexes.

The goals of the project then became threefold: 1) examine the thermo-

dynamics an- ' kinetics of charge transfer in the systems in which we had
shown feasibiiity (polymeric ferrocenes) so as to understand the physical
phenomena which were liable to control the overall efficiency and turnover
numbers for the polymer bound photoelectrocatalysts, 2) further charact-

* erize the electrochemistry and physical inorganic chemistry of the more
promising Cr, Mo and W hexakis arylisocyanide photoelectrocatalysts, andr
3) examine ways by which these MLCT complexes could be entrapped in various'"
polymer matrices. We have achieved success in the first two areas as
described here. However, we were not succesful in finding a strategy by
which these MLCT complexes could be reliably confined to a polymeric thin
fIm su, port.-d on an inert electrode material while maintaining the
electroactivity required to function as a photoelectochemical catalyst

4
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Pa..ena, CA, 1976.
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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM STUDIED

The purpose of this project was to examine the feasibility of the use
of transition metal hexakis arylisocyanide complexes confined to polymeric
thin films in solar energy conversion systems. The chemical systems of
interest were chromium, molybdenum and tungsten arylisocyanide complexes
which had been previously examined in terms of their solution spectroscopy
and photochemistry by Gray et al 1, and had been found to have rather long
excited state lifetimes.

Since we had shown that charge transfer complexes in thin polymer
films supported on elkectrode surfaces were viable routes to solar energy
conversion composites , we chose to extend our studies to include these
more promising complexes. The goals of the project then became threefold:
1) examine the thermodynamics and kinetics of charge transfer in the
systems in which we had shown feasibility (polymeric ferrocenes) so as to
understand the physical phenomena which were liable to control the overall
efficiency and turnover numbers for the polymer bound
photoelectrocatalysts, 2) further characterize the electrochemistry and
physical inorganic chemistry of the more promising Cr, Mo and W hexakis
arylisocyanide photoelectrocatalysts, andf 3) examine ways by which these
MLCT complexes could be entrapped in various polymer matrices. We have
achieved success in the first two areas as described here. However, we were

* not succesful in finding a strategy by which these MLCT complexes could be
reliably confined to a polymeric thin film supported on an inert electrode

. material while maintaining the electroactivity required to function as a
photoelectochemical catalyst.
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SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT RESULTS

We choose to summarize the of two succesful aspects of the
project by reproducing the publications and portions of the manuscripts
submitted for publication which resulted from this study. Because of
difficulties in entrapping the ML6 complexes in polymeric matrices, we wer
not able, during this grant period, to examine the photoelectrochemistry of
the targeted complexes
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since the synthesis of the zerovalent hexacoordinate aryl iso- Sample Handling. Because the solid Cr(lll) products and their
. rda cyanide derivatives by Malatesta '-I in the early 1950s. During solutions are extremely mositure sensitive, they were handled by using

the last 10 years. these compounds have been the subject to either Schlenk techniques or a glovebag flushed with prepurified tank
several electrochemical'-" and photochemical investiga- nitrogen. Nujol used for the infrared mull spectra was dried over
tions.Ui4 showing that, although the Cr(0) complexes are CaSO4. Even with extreme care, samples and solutions sometimes

isoeectoni wit CrCO). thy psses stikigly showed evidence of reaction with water. Many of the critical physical
formally iolcrncwt rC ) tepossstkngy measurements were conducted on days of low absolute atmospheric
different properties."5 Cr(CNAr) 6 , unlike Cr(CO),, can be humidity to enhance the effectiveness of the methods used to exclude
sequentially oxidized in electrochemically reversible one- moisture.
electron steps to produce the hexacoordinate Cr(l), Cr(Il). Physical Measurements. Infrared spectra were obtained as Nujol
and Cr(ll) derivatives.' On the basis of these electrochemical mulls on either a Beckman 4250 or a Perkin-Elmer 283. Elemental
results, Treichel et al.' isolated salts of the Cr(1) and Cr(I1) analyses were performed by Galbraith Laboratories. Knoxville. TN,
derivatives by stoichiometrically oxidizing the zerovalent and MHW Laboratories, Phoenix. AZ. The magnetic moment
complexes with Ag' in acetone. However, the much more mesrmn a aeo h oi aeilby the Fadymeh.
positive Cr(lll)/Cr(ll) formal potentials precluded the syn- Preparation of the Comptounds. Cr(2,6-DM1P)6 ,(BF4)3. A test tube

theis f he r(Il)comlexs y tisroute. '6  Complexes with a total volume of about 60 mL was charged in a glovebag with
hsi ofv then Croposed coplxe bydut thi 50.0 mg of NOBF 4 (0.43 mmol). 74.3 mg (0.08 mmol) of Cr(2.6-

Wr fthe form Cr(CNAr) 6
3  haebehrpsda rdcsi DMP),BF 4, and a stir bar, sealed with a serum stopper, and flushed

the disproportionation reaction (reaction I ) utilized in the with dry nitrogen. The tube was then placed in a low-temperature
synthesis of Cr(CNAr) 6

0 , but no salts of the former have been bath at -25 *C. Twenty milliliters of dry CH.Cl, at -25 *C was
isolated from this reaction. transferred by cannula into the tube. The stirred solution underwent

3Cr,(OAcb.21-LO + 36CNAr a series of color changes over 4 h, which terminated in a maroon
solution. Fifty milliliters of cold, dry hexane was then added. pre-

2Cr(CNAr) 6
0 + 4Cr(CNAr) 6

3+ + 12OAc- + 6H 20 (1) cipitating a dark Maroon microcrystalline solid. The mixture was
Whil exendig" he revius lectochmicl stdie we filtered at -25 *C through a medium frit. yielding 76.5 mg of Cr-

Whil exendng' th prvios elctrcheica stdie, w (2,6-DMP) 6(BF4)3 (87% yield). Characteristic IR bands: v(CN) 2214
became interested in isolating the Cr(I11) derivatives to co-cm'1 (s). i'(ring) 1588 cm'1 (in). Anal. Caled for C,,H54,NCrF1,B3:
plete the series.i" This unprecedented series affords the op- C, 58.99; H, 4.95; N, 7.64. Found: C. 58.95; H, 5.03; N. 7.45.
portunity to systematically study the structure, bonding, and Miagnetic data: XMr=+6331 X 10' cgsu/mol (diamagnetic cor-
reactivity of complexes in which th metal attains four different rection -647 X 104~ cgsu/mol), giving m,rr( 24 1C) = 3.89 uF,.

oxidation states while maintaining identical ligation. By Cr(CNPh) 6(SbC 6 ,)3. A tube with a total volume of about 60 mL
1V utilizing the powerful oxidants NO' 11 and SbCl 51 at -25 0C, was charged with 105 mg of solid Cr(CNPh)6 (0.15 mmol) and a stir

we have effected the synthesis and isolation of salts containing bar and sealed. The tube was degassed with dry nitrogen by using
the Cr(CNAr),Q+ cations. flush/evacuate cycles and immersed in the -25 '0C low-temperature

bath. Twenty milliliters of dry CFI2CIZ was transferred by cannula
Experimental Section into the tube through a glass stopcock equipped with a serum stopper.

Reagents. The synthesis of the starting materials Cr(CNPh) 6, As the cold solution was stirred. 0.15 mL of SbCI 5 (1.2 mmol) was
Cr(2,6-DIP)5. and Cr(2,6-DiPP), have been previously reported.'" added by syringe. The solution immediately darkened and after several
Cr1 2.6-DMfP),BF4 was prepared by the method of Treichell sub- minutes deposited purple microcrystals. After an additional 4 In of
stituttng AgBF4 for AgPF6. NOBF 4 (Pfaltz and Bauer) and SbCl,; stirring, the mixture was filtered through a medium frit. The solid
(Aldrich) were used as received. Omnisolv methylene chloride and product (250 mg, 95% yield) was washed with dry hexane. Char-
hexane were purchased from MCB and dried over activated alumina. actenistic IR bands: P(CN) 2208 cm"1 (s), i'ring) 15S3 cm ' (s). Anal.
AR grade anhydrous diethyl ether (Mallinckrodt) was protected from Caled for C4.H, 0N5CrCI 18Sb1: C. 30.13. H. 1.8 1: N.t 5.02. Found:
air and used as received. C, 29.92: II, 2.09.: N, 5.00.

Cr(2,6-D.M*P),(SbC 5 ),. A method virtually identical with that
used for the phenyl isoevanide complex was used for this case, with

(2) L. Malatesta and A. Sacco. Ati .ccad. Nat:. Linci. CL. Sci. Fis.. Mar. the exception that the product, which was partially soluble in cold
.Vat., Rend. 181 13. 264 (1952).

(3) F. A. Cotton and F. Zingates. J. Am. Chem. Soc.. 83, 351 (1961). CliCI7. was precipitated as dark purple microcrystals on addition
(4) K. R. Mann. MI. Cimolino, C. L. Geoffrosi. G. S. Hammond, A. A. Otto. of 30 mL of cold, dry hexane. One hundred milligrams of Cr(-2.6-

G. Albiertin. anid H. B. Gray. lnorg. Chim. Acta. 16.97 (1976). UM P), (0.12 mmol) yielded 164 nmg of Cr(2,6- D MP),tSbCl,), (75",).
(5) K. R. Mann. Ph.D. The'sis. California Institute of Technology. 1976. Characteristic IR bands: i,(CN) 2188 cm-1 (s), iqrine) 1587 cm
(6) Fvert t-jungstrom. Adta C'hem. Scand.. Ser. ., A32. 47 (1978). (s). Anal. Calcid for C,,tl 14NCrCl1KSb 1: C. 35.20: H. 2.95: N. 4.56:
(7) P M. Treichel and G. J. Essenmacher, Inorg. Chem. 15. 146 (1976). Cl, 34.64. Found: C, 35.03: H-. 3.03: N. 4.46; Cl. 34.38.
(8) G. J. Fssenmacher and P. M. Treichel. Jnorq. Chem., 16. 800 (1977).
(9) P. M. Treichel. D. W. Firsich. and G. J. Ess.'iniacher, lnorg. Chem., Cr(2,6-DiPP),(SbC1),. The methot! used was th.. stime as for the

@4 18, 240~5 (19741. 2,6-DIP compound. One hundred milligrams of (Ni2,6-Di1PP1.
(10) \V S. Nlialki. T. ii Wood, and R. A. Walton. J .!: Smh~ oc.. 102, (0.085 mmoli ,Iicldcd, 148 in ' blue micr,':rv''adijne Cr(2'.t-

7!ii5 (1980). DiPIl(SbCl,j 1 (80", yield). Characteristic WR bainds. -((-N) 21 X0
(i1) K. luchi, S. Asada. and A. Sugimori. ('hem. Lett.., SO]1 974), cm'' (vs). i'(ring) 1585 (s), Anal. Calcd for CJf,,,:N,CrCI,,Sbs:
(12) K. lucht. S. Asada. T. Kinugasa. K. Kanamori. and A. Sugimri.n Bull. C,4.9 I .2 .38.FunsC 27:1.47:N .1

('hem. So c. Jpn.. 49. 577 ((976). C 29;H .2 ,38.fud ,4.4 ,47 N .1

(13) Is. R. Mann, 6. S. Hammond. and H. B. Gray. 1. A4m. (hem. Soc.. 99. Cr(2,6-t)NIP)s(BF 4)2,.8t1:O.IIBF. A solid sample ( -21) mng of
106 11977). Cr( 2.b6lNI P),( BF4)1 exposed ito air for 4 d~i,,s yielded an orane

(14) HI. R. Grav. K. R. Mann. N. S. lewis. J A. Thich. and R MI. Richman. powder. I R spcctrum: r(C N 2 147cirr (vs). ilng) 1,;s S cm (in).
* A.dc. Chem. Ser.. No. 168. 44 (1978). Anal. Calcd for (',J 1,1 NOCrl ,l),: C. 521 1 1, 11 5.75: N, oV.-

(15) F A. Cotton and G Wilkinson. "Advatnced Inorganic Chemistrv". 4th on:C524:I,.4:.67.
cd , Wiley. Nsew York. 19811. pp 93-145Fon:C524;1,.4;N67.

( 16) The electrochemical iyntheses of ( rW!CNRI2 ciimplexes. where R
h:kl a,,e been uns.uccsslulls miiernped 'A S "Iiilki, 1) 1 %k i1eV. Discussion

T I Wotod. and R A. Walton. Intirf' ( hem. 21. 4M18 19t2) Treatment of Cr) 2,6.l)\IP),j or ('rl ".6-D)\P1 ( 2,6-MI P
* . ~~~(17) 1) A. l~ohling. J f Evans, and K R Mann. Moi ( hem. 21, 1q46 2.-ittlypn Iiesnd's.ihanCcs0)ihr

IM hs complexes are ielectronic w4ith ,:inadiuni 11 llt. lso i,.Inidc NOIII, or .SbCI, in drv CI 1,0, at 25 'U results, in it rpid
complexes thtit have been recentis hairateri/ed bs 1. 1) Silserin.. qec fclrcaL

t~e~m. i. I iiad~nin~v ri S Iipird T'~han. clenc t oo cncs terinitine in a dlark solution. wshich

19. 1i~ '1- l 1 1) Silsrrnman. I, W R Corflepi d ik J I ippird, on staniti, at 05(' deposits micriicr\ stai s of the maroon
ibid 211. 11s h 81 

1
(' I KIII, purple SbCl, s,,Its ofi t he ( ri 2. J )i P1, cation.

(NI) N (i ( inneiNs a~nd 1 1) t).iie. J O',eanimet ( hem .18. 10, li Filt ratiton of' the solut ion tinder dry, nit rilen af foirds -s
12M1 Sb( 1, has been used in chlorinated ,rhninic ,,si-it it, rsi-.. rsiw

ertuils -i i/iine oceanic ationm ri-ilmIs I \ He. I ,edIwh .70 n yield ill the iiiicromrsta I inc cotnpou nds s (itch ire staible at
)(..sherrinlwwn. J (hem \ *Yi'51rootm temiperiture in the aibsence o1 wt iter. hInrrd

'-P) he inrare
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spectra of these two compounds exhibit single, very strong of isocyanide ligand hydrolysis grows in. At this time, we can
i,CN) stretches at 2214 and 2188 cm - 1, respectively. The only speculate that the reducing atmospheric component in

.- elemental analyses that were obtained for these compounds this system is water, which reduces the Cr(lll) complex to the
are in excellent agreement with their formulation as Cr(2,6- Cr(ll) complex. The less sterically hindered Cr(CNPh) 3 +

DMP)jtBF1)3 and Cr(2.6-DMP)(SbC) 3. Measurement of cation appears decidedly more reactive with the atmosphere.
the magnetic susceptibility at 24 0 C of the BF4 salt gave a bypassing completely the reduction stage. proceeding directly
value of 3.89 uB for the magnetic moment, consistent with the to the ligand hydrolysis stage after only a few hours. We
spin-only value expected for three unpaired electrons residing intend to investigate these solid-state transformations more
on a pseuodoctahedral Cr(lll) center, completely in the future.

Similar reactions were carried out on the unsubstituted Perhaps the most interesting chemistry these Cr(llI) com-
parent compound, Cr(CNPh) 6, using NOBF4, NOPF,, or plexes exhibit is the extreme lability of the isocyanide ligands
SbCl, as the oxidant. Solid compounds were isolated in each in room-temperature solutions, confirming observations made
case, which exhibited i,(CN) stretching frequencies at about in cyclic voltammetric measurements on Cr(2.6-DMP),3 + and
2210 cm-. However, only in the case of SbCI 5 was an ana- Cr(2,6-DiPP)6 +.17 While -typical" Cr(lll) complexes undergo
lytically pure compound obtained. Cr(CNPh) , (SbCll) 3 is a ligand exchange with first-order rate constants on the order
deep purple microcrystalline solid, which exhibits an intense of 10- s-' (Cr(HO) 6

3+). room-temperature dissolution of the
-(CN) stretching frequency at 2208 cm - ', indicative of an Cr(CNAr)6

3 + complexes in acetone. acetonitrile. or propylene
extremely electron-deficient environment at the Cr(IlI) cen- carbonate leads to instantaneous bleaching. These solutions
ter. show strong bands in the infrared region near 2120 cm-',

*- The isolation and thermal stability of these chromium(Ill) characteristic of the i,(CN) stretching frequency of uncoor-
isocvanide derivatives are surprising in view of their highly dinated aryl isocyanides. These apparently facile ligand re-
oxidizing nature. While the formal reduction potentials for placement reactions can also be contrasted to the behavior of
the CrL6

3+/CrL,2 couples are quite positive for L = phenyl the zerovalent low-spin d 6 Cr(CNPh)6 complex. which exhibits
isocyanide and 2.6-DMP (+0.73 and +0.82 V, respectively, a first-order ligand-exchange rate constant of 2.8 x 10-7 s
vs. corrected AgCI/Ag in CHCl, with 0.1 M TBAH as the at 20 OC. 22

- - electrolyte)." the isolation of Cr(2,6-DiPP),(SbC 6 )3 (2,6-DiPP In view of these facile ligand replacement reactions, the
- ", 2.6-diisopropylphenyl isocyanide), with a formal Cr(lll)/ apparent ease of hydrolysis in the solid state, and the strongly

Cr(I1) reduction potential of +1.27 V vs. AgCI/Ag, is par- oxidizing nature of these Cr(lll) complexes, we conclude that
ticularly amazing. This latter compound was obtained as a the further development of their chemistry will yield quite
blue microcrystalline solid, which is stable in the absence of interesting results.
water, as are the other Cr(l11) complexes described here. Acknowledgment. This work was supported by the U.S.

The oxidizing nature of these compounds is illustrated by• " - "Army Research Office.
their solid-state reactivity. Remarkably, in solid Cr(2,6-
DM P)6 (BF,) 3, the Cr(2,6-DM P),3  cation is cleanly reduced Registry No. Cr( 2.6-DMP)5( BF4) , 85135-14-4: Cr(CNPh -

to Cr(2,6-DMP) ,
2 simply by exposing the solid to the at- (SbCI.J. x5150-70-5; Cr(2.6-DMPYSbCW 85135-15-5: Cr(2.0-

DiPP),(SbCl)4,, 85135-16-6, Crt2,o-DIMP1,(BFb. x5135-17-7;
mosphere for several days, The color of the solid sample Cr(2,6-DMP),BF,4. 85135-18-8; Cr(CNPh),, 17375-15-4: Crt

2 .6-
lightens from the maroon color of the Cr(lll) complex to the DMF),, 82456-65-3: Cr(2,6-DiPP),. 82450-71-1.
orange color characteristic of the corresponding Cr(il) com-
plex. The analysis of the resulting solid agrees closely with
the formulation Cr(2,6-DNIP)5 (BF,),.8HO.HBF , and the
compound exhibits an intense v(CN) stretch in the infrared (21) There is a correlation between the Cr oxidation state in Cr(CN \rY,'*
s2147 cm'. Upon further, prolonged exposure to compounds and the ,iCN) stretching frequency. For example, for Ar
spectrum at = Ph: n = 0. i,(CN) 19

7 5 cm : n = 1. v(CN) 2065 cm : n = 2. &'tC.N)
air, this solid becomes light green, with the r,(CN) band at 2161 cm t (data front ref 7).

2147 cm -' disappearing, as a new band at 1650 cm- 1 indicative (221 G. Ceti and 0. Gambino. Ann. Chin. (Rome). 53, 236 (N63),

5
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Metal Attains Four Different Oxidation States While Maintaining Identical Ligation
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The crystal structures of [Cr(CNC4lI,).] [CF3SO,] (A), (Cr(CNC6 11,)J [PF.1 2 (B), and [Cr(CNCjI -)6 [[SbCl,j,]3CIICl,
(C) have been determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction techniques. Compound A crystallizes in the P2/n (No. 14)
space group with Z = 2. V = 206, (2) A". a = 10,757 (3) A. b = 19.994 (6) A, c = 10.242 (3) A. and 3 = 110.69 (20)'.
Full-matrix least-squares refinement (264 variables, 3679 reflections) converged to give R and R,. values of 0.042 and 0.061.
respectively. The structure of A consists of discrete [Cr(CNC 0 )i)1* cations and disordered tCF3S0 31' anions. A minor
Jahn-Teller distortion is observed in the Cr-C bond lengths, which average 1.975 A. Compound B crystallizes in the P 2,/n
(No. 14) space group with Z =4. V = 4365 (5) A'. a = 13.888 (4) A. b = 19.638 (4) A. c = 16.009 (11) A, and 3=
91.20 (4)". Least-squares refinement (329 variables. 2335 reflections) gave R = 0.060 and R., = 0.070. The Cr site is
a general position in the unit cell. The ligands show a pronounced C?,. angular distortion with the C-Cr-C bond angles
ranging from 83.7 to 97.00. The Cr-C bonds average 2.014 A. Compound C crystallizes in the Cccni (No. 66) space
group with Z =4. V = 6483 (6) A', a = 14.818 (6) A. b = 18.450 (5) A. c 23.714 (7) A, and ki = 90.0". Full-matrix
least-squares refinement ( 180 variables, 1445 reflections) converged to give R = 0.058 and R.0 = 0.059. The CII.CI, of
crystallization was disordered. The four crystallographically related equatorial ligands exhibit Cr-C bonds of 2.049 ( 10)
A relative to the long Cr-C axial bonds of 2.091 (14) A. Changes in the Cr-C and C_=N bond lengths are discussed in
relation to the d-electron configuration of the central metal. The origin of the large positive value previously obtained
for the CrtCNPh) 6

3"/Cr(CNPh) 6
2 ' reduction potential is discussed in relation to the large negative value reported for

% the Cr(CN)63 -Cr(CN) 6
4 - couple.

Introduction (CNPh) 61(CF3S0 3j and [Cr(CNPhhI1[PF6] 2 were prepared by the
method of Treichel25 (AgCF3SO3 was substituted for AgPF 6 in the

Recently, we have extended' previous investigations' of the first case).electrochemical behavior of ring-substituted, six-coordinate SialcrslsolrCNhI[FOl(ylw-brown) and
aryl isocyanide complexes of Cr(0), Cr(1). Cr(II), and Cr(III). [Cr(CNPh),J [PFt6J, (yellow) for X-ray crystallographic studies were
During the course of this work, we developed high-yield grown by allowing hexane to slowly 'diffuse with dichloroniethane
syntheses for the previously unavailable, highly reactive Cr(IlI) solutions of the compounds at 0 'C over a period of several days.
complexes.' We became interested in broadening our research The crxsial of [Cr(CNPh),] [SbClJ,-C11'Cl2 (red) used in this study
effort in this area because the Cr(CNAr)0+ series offers an was grown by carefully layering -20 0C solutions of Cr(CN Ph), 0 (top)
opportunity unique in organometallic transition-metal chem- and SbCl, in dry CII 2 CI, in a Schlenk tube. Crystals of [Cr-
istry: structure, bonding, and reactivity studies are feasible (CNPh),l[SbCll.11 Cl grew at the solutionineleoeraprd

whichthe etalcentr reainsidenical of 3 weeks. Attempts to grow crystals of several other salts(P .on compounds in whc h ea etrrtisietcl SbF:6-. AsF6 ) of the Cr(CNPh) )+ cation Acre unsuccessful.'
ligation in four different oxidation states .4  Crystal Handling. Crystals of (Cr(CNPh)j[fCF,SO,l and [Cr-

As an important part of these studies, we set out to complete (CNPh)[)[PFE[. were mounted on standard glass tibers w ith use of
the structural characterization of the Cr(CN Ph),' (n = 0-3) an epoxy resin. Neither of these compounds in the solid itate showed
series by X-ray diffraction techniques. Of these four com- senmitivitv to water or air " hen exposed to normal laboratory conditions.
plexes. only the structure of Cr(CN Ph), had been previously The Cr) Ill1) compound is extrensek reactive towkard atmospheric
determined. 5  Herein we report the X-ray crystal structure water and uncured epoxy resins. The crystal of [Cr(CNPh),[-

*determinations of [Cr(CNPh),1(CF,SO 1, jCr(CNPh),[- !SbCl~j-Cf1,Cl2 was suspended in dry Niijol and then w~edged into
[PF5,.,, and [Cr(CNPh)5 1[SbCljvCII,CI.. a glass caillary tube; the capillarN was then scaled it NO ends wsith

epoxy. Crystals mounted in this was, v.--re found to bc stable oser
4!Experimental !Sectii-.i the data cidection period

fGe~ieral Considerations. Ormi Iv dicYi'-ronetiane and hexarie Summaries of' th( cr%,taI data tr.d colect Ii ; r imeter, for rthe
wer pucae rmNlBad-rc e cn dauia three compounds are found in [ldoe I
AgFSjdAPhwere purchased from MCB' .pdrreose tstd umia. r Structure Solutions General Re-mark%. T]he .iitottmiic peak

ACFS, wasn gV,e wer e ur hd fof, Proutes. [Cr- searching, centering, a.nd indexinv routine, oial~ben the I nrat-
(CNPh ~ ws snthsizd b te mtho ofM~iateta. [C- onius SI)P'.AI)4 .iutoniatic diffractonicter' %%ere iised to fiiid and

center 25 reflections, wshich Acre used toI dOCTeriuimn the uWitl cell
(1)Bolint.D N; van. F I.nn.K ln~rr Cel 192.'/,3 6. para meters. Space group P ~ signiieni s \%ere ii iled hN e \mninini, the

I Ilblin. t A.;Fvan. IF M~rnn.k RIn,,5 ' (em 9~2.21. 16. data collcted for s\,emitic ibsences .ind confirmed t'sth .ucccst
2) (a) Treichel. P M . t),rrev-n. G; 1 J ()rtan,,ni (hm1912. N5. ( 20

b) ireichel. P %1 . I ssenmiacher. (; i ,nrq heli 1976. 1 , 146, soii.tion arid refinement of the st ruc lures Da p.i.i -- i ' V e in td re-
(c) E-ssenmacher. G J , Treichel. P %11 1hid 1977. 16. Silt (d) ducion, Patterson lunti . I ourier Mid ditecreli~ I uiner siiss
Treic.hel. P %I I irsich. 1) %k , I serm chcr. (i J lhtd 19'9 1/5. 2405.

(3) Bottlng. 1) K Mnn. 1K R In,'rc. ( hell 199N3. 22 ;m~ 6- -- 1

(4) 'Redox chains hase been repoSrted prcsiousls t,,r "A-1nl,,, c -() 1ils~i ~. \ (111C1,,r 's (,,J:: hill InNj 1t2. -'2. it,
pound, I or example, see \sCi A %Jtaref' I I In is6. . \1i~ie i.1 1 .. 5 ii, "id \,i: %f i .,iiSat
3933 Hiker. B3 R . schtai. It tD lniv I hi-rn 1965. S ,3' t lche,, Viru , Rend Iq12 I , 'f,4

%I ( , Naccro. 1) J I/ndj 1976. 1 5. liali0 1. n.ik.. 't. /,,,.r" i Ii, hu i ) \. tMann 'K R , i-ruihlished rcsults
.%Ui.1 ( hem" frI 196S. 4. 3IX' N~.~i /I,/ ;.. l iIh,m I V.5 Xi , . s ie nel - d mo- in P I i)'' 1. 1m (I 4ci itr

ipn 1969. 4. 1(71 Pierpoint. ( 6 , tliki,irm.,n. K %lI /.ri wpi Ic I -ri \J1 4 [11' [ 'r.,oritms I cr\isiiier.ipmic ,iuiic

19H2 :1 ice, P-1 lcss 1,-,, t, in. I ic I;. It A In, -( kimpnlpitillLi n f

(5) iit I urieltrorl. F -Ia (Aheli . an/. se, I1" -k I )IIIItcjn R. nK nnc
%iann, K. R tPh 1) The.,,s. il.l1,)rrli.i lr. ;T~i.c ,I I-n .s* ( I ,. , I ( i.. -m' lt-gs Oclii. Illdiuinnl l')i pp
ci16rasjf I 1.M\.mnn. K R .1P ;. , t:h. I I?1 H:m.~ \0 Ii)1 in5~( I cts \t inwli. I ri~i-ninii Wciti. t1,lind.
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%Table 1. Crs stal Data anid Coillection Pa.rameters

-r I (r I C((I I Iri IlIIl

[Ccnid ~rik(Nh 11 (I ,S) lt'10KN1~4) I Il , . I(,r((NPlo, [ISb 1, Fl1.)1
tormnula ('lII ,,Nj ,OS(r (,.II -NJ ,P'.C C,II,jNj ,jlSh,( r
fw S19.1 960.67 1759.A2
space eroup P2, t (No. 14) P2, n i )No. 14) (en iNo 66)

A. P)1.' (3) 13.888 14) 14.818 6),
h, A. 1)994s4 (64 19,3S t441 18.450 45)
C. A5 10.242 134 16.0414 4I11 23.7 14 47)
2dce 10l.69 (2044 91.2o4 4) 9 0. 0(0

x. V 0461 244365(54 648( 6)
Z 4 4
d4calcd4. cmi 1.321 111 L152 (2) 1.84)2 42)
diohsd4. LCM 1. 31445 1.423 (5)1 1.746 (5)
crv st size, mim 0 )26 .426 0. 31 0,44 .s 4h 4 . 1I ). 43 1 4. 16 (4.31 0.36

ACM,33.6 37.7 22.7Iradiation iLcrapltite Cu (X = 1.541 84 A)4 Cu )?ks 1. S4 184 A.sI M,.; =0. 7 10 73 A)I
moinocltroiia ted)

scan ty pe W-204 W-20 ,;-20)
collection ranee. dec 20 = o- 156 20 =40-96 20 = 4-50
ito. Of unique data 4735 4493 3149
no. ot data 1Tt P 0 !1 79 2335 1445
P 0.415 0.05 0.04
no. of sarjablcs 264 329 180
R 0.4(42 0.060 0.058

ROiab6 1 0.070 0.059

and least-squares refinemen'i were carried out with use of the allowed the placement of all the non-hydrogen atoms. Full-matrix
computer programs available in the Enraf-Nonius structure-solving least-squares refinement (264 variables) utilizing anisotropic tem-
package. Scattering factors were from Cromer and Waber' and perature factors for all non-hydrogen atoms and idealized placement
included the effects of anomalous dispersion.' 2of the I1I atoms with temperature factors (B) fixed at X.0 - converved

ICr(CNPh),ISOCF,4 Over the course of data collection. the check to give R and R. values of 0.042 and 0.06 1. respectively. The error
reflections showed a maximum decrease of 77%. The data were in an observation of unit %eight was 1.742, based on a value of 0.05
corrected for this deccomoition. No absorption corrections were made. for p in the (W) equation.'
A total of 4735 independent reflections were collected by the w-20 Disorder was found in the CF 3SO1; counterion.' 3 The nature of
scan technique in the scan range 20 = 0-156*. Space group P2j 11n the disorder is based on tfc approximate equality of the SO, and C F,
(No. 14) was indicated by the ss.stematic absences in the data, which halves of the ion. The conformation of CFSO,- is staggered so that
were collected in the hkt and hkl octants. The trial solution, which the CF3 and SO, groups are randomly, disordered about the pseudo
placed the Cr atomn at the origin, yielded R = 0.55 and allowed I I inversion center. The apparent C and S atoms were modeled with
More atoms, to be placed by examination of the differences Fourier. the assunmption of half-occupied anisoitropic S and a half-occupied
Sequences of least-squares refinement. Fourier. and difference Fourier C with a fixed isotroic temperature factor (B) of 10.0 A-. The apparent

F and 0 sites were similarly modeled, but with a fully occupied

9)The intensitv data were processed as described in: "CAD 4 and S[)P anotpl0-avrgaomThmdlfrthdircrwsjde

L(9) r %1anuai' tEnral-Nonius. Delft, I olland. 1978. The net intensity adequate by, the absence of any significant clectron density peaks in
is gien asthe final difference Fourier in this region of the unit cell.

-~--4C - Cr(CNPh)6jjPF,12. During data collection no decrease or fluc-
I IC- 2)tuations were observed in the check reflections. A total of 4493

Nil independent reflections were collected by the e-20 scan technique
where K = '0 1 tbtoattenuator factor). NPI = ratio of fastest pocssible in the rather limited range 20 = 0-960. hligh-angle scattering (29
scan rite to scan rite lor the mecasuremient. C = total count, and 8 > 960) was poor, perhaps because of the small crsstal size. Larger
total b.iwkground count The standard deviation in the net intenslt is crystals were unavailable. Absorption corrections were not made.

gisn 
6  The space group P2 1/n (No. 14) was indicated bs the ssstematic

At C+4B+(l' absences in the data, which were collected in octants htA/ and hl.
N P F~xa ni iiiat ion of thle Patterson luntion11 lcd to to ph%'lcai Is rca sona ble

* 4 where -'is .1 iicir.co r,i djonsc,ii! intense rcfletnon. Pre cl-,eed solh;,ion of the iructure: direct methods, %kcrc then cnpiced The
~trt,,ture factor mopitude f , ,s gi.':n b.h ,rti I1.SN wssdtoeerc:,e an e~ccti .0 il.;0 .is flti p.

11/1,) 2wich allowed the placement of' the Cr atoit. I of the 2 P' tLM1S, aidL
41 iif the light atonis into chemi calls reasonable positionts.

where Ir =Loreniz and rxiiari/ation tactors The ai l's were conserted Sequences o~f least-squares refinement and Fouiner and difference
to the c~timaied errors in the relative tiructure tactiors i Ij Fourier allowecd the placement ofl all non-hsdrogcn atomns. I uil tiatrix

I ifles-squares refinenient ( 329 variables), Ithich ut li/ed aniSiltrOpic

ii) = 21 1,tetnperit ure factors (or (r, 1), and I . isotropic temtperatlure lactors

1 f~ i nnmniuciws iFII 12 hr I Th for C_ aind N. and idelu~l ed place ttent iol thle If a lonts with tr valr

unweivhted irnd wwhiedl residuals are defined isfcos0 ie t ' ~ncgdtog~ 0mdR

0. -) lie error in ain observatioit oft unit weight wAaN 1 iS 4 . based
8 = 4__ 11.1 IF.14/LI I in a value of (04)S for the p in the nil) equatiOti

R. 4*wIFIIJC/ ( IC'r((NI'h),,ISbI, ] (II ('I-. lDurinitdata collection no dccreise

* .I h erorin n isesatiinof ni weghtisor fluctuttions %%ere observed in the check rcl~ectioiii. Atitalo 114,4

I h erl~ i anoberatin f uiteihtisindependent retlectins %kere cilected bs ti le ,,:2,4ci n tcctlntsquc
(~iL (Fj lF.l)/(N() NV I] (24)0 0( st ntcastesi h lt 4.Otiti hA i,.dcit

where NO ind NV ire the nlimber of observations .ini) siriales. re-

I)44-per. 1) 1 . 'iSaber. J T "International tjhics hr X-rais 134 The iruiisure m F M), his bleenl lr;ii~ etermrined "e
rs,t ii .vraphs-. Issnoh Press (irrminuihaiti. I riind. ]' -4 ko 1%I. Srencer, I) it I uniren. .1 0i Ltia 4ri iii-!,r . set H~ I

Ta 2 4 ( timer. 1) T1' hiJ . I ible ' 13 (i ri~ /~ ( it ( hemi 19"A. B ' . I q.' i
t et 13 D T bts. I \ -Inernain.( I~ bles 1,r X r, 144) t ten,. It In o nlrutitti! in Ir% .t.ili~irtiphs 5 henk. If. eta

4 r...:vripls Ksnieh Prs lHirminvtIiart. I niandfi~. 14-4 ) Ili I, . Ileilt I Ilicest 'es ieIti. (liiind. j~j-x pr ?) -

.47
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Table II. I'oqtionl Pa.raimeter, and Iicr I ,to.ated Standaird I)"jttrlmI,

MomH'f x 0mNl 1.

C. 1')( Ili 10 1 I ) IM(i(ll (I) tS I.S594 12) (0(98
7 

1) 011954 (13
r. •I• ).6B-0.4329 (2) (WO ')) I I 1). 106 13 ),. 11. i 21, 4S U , 1l 1 .09116 (1 (.02(037 (2) 0.1794 Il ) 0.2558 (2)0I i."1)4 121) l (11)" 1 11 0. 4 

'
3 2) ('C 0.1910 12 1 0.2422 1) 0.1 S3 31

2 .. 23 2, 0 3 13)) 0.2834 14)
03 ii5 25 1> 1 t,7 IlI 1i.5 145 13 ',. -  4 -"(4 "1). 32,'. 33 1(0.2S41 I I I oI.4 1i9 N i(.1

x" (.1.I8034 1 1 16,9 I- -L5(" 0.3396 131 (.2225 (21 04"45 (4)" 'NIB -t o 2" < 2 t)5i 9) i 1 21 (6C 0i.2765 i3 1 0I. lSl (l1 11.3944 13 1
" ~~ I NiC tl I'" 2 "'.I o, ' ~l 17 2 1

. 2.584 11 0.0237 (5 0.516 I1
(7\ - 01142 2 1 0 5 1 II) -. 169) 2) 112A 0.0542 In) 0.2l3 0)) -to)75,t00
C ("13 -o.1 74,12) I(714 (1 1 -l,.I l1(4 21 113A 0.0354 0) 0.2668 0)) -0.4722i1IS u S 2 0,0784 1 1((.111012) 114 A -((.498 (O) 0.2212 0)) -0.6194 i)
C 1. A -(1( 2 1 21 0.1179)I -11.3s64 (2) l1SA -0.1298 l0) 01 163 (0) -11.724 (0)

2. 71 1 0.1831 (2) --. 3662 13 t16A. -0.1192 (0) 0.0446 0)) --0.5298 I)
O_1 10 4) 0,2215 (2) -0.4829 14) 11211 -0.4714 to) 0.0905 10)i -0.2234 ()0 1

C4-0.11454 (4) 0.1941 (3) -0.6113 (4) 1131 -0.6845 (0) 0.1226 tO) -0.2379 toi
(: A -(((914 1 0( .1316 '31 -((.63 39 (4) 1141B --0.7380 0)) 0.1292 (I0 -01.(389 I0)
(6A -Ai1(8(19 (4) 0.1)903 (2) -11.5166 (3) 115B -0.5833 1I0) 0.1004 tIo) 0.1 766 (Il)
(I -0(.42(10 (2) 0.0-63 1 ) -0.0132 (2) 116B -0.3684 ti 0.10680 It)) 0.1946 M0)
('2 -11.4914 1 12) 0.924 iI -0.14181 t 1121' 0.1433 i) 0.2491 (0) 0.1017 10)A3 B -. 6)98 1 31 0.1116 2) -0.1497 13) 13' 0.2491 (() 0.3393 (01 0.2467 10l
C4 B -(o.6517 (2) 0.1153 11 -0.0322 (3) 114C 0.3699 M0) 0.3205 (0) 0.4792 (0)

B. [Cr&CNPh),I]PF j],
Cr 0.1411 (1) 0.2564(0 (7) 0.05202 (8) ('21) 0.4665 (81 0.1177 15) -0.030M 16)
Pl . 0.3870 (2) 0.2589 (1) 0.7870 (2) ('31) 0.5564 181 0.0832 (5) -0.0162 16)
Pi1o. 2392 (2, 0.978' (1) 0.2389 (2) ('4D 0.5765 I8) 0.)600 (5) 0.1(560 (7)

C5D 0.5219 (8) 0.1(617 (6) 0.1233 (7)S[1 A 0.3"71 (4) 0.3154 13) 0.799 0) ((6D 0.4337 (71 0.0951 (5) 0.1143 (6)
1 2.\ 0.3617 (6) 0.2527 (3) 0.6917 (41 (II -0.052(1(6) 0.169(114) (.11839 (51
" 3:\ 0.3115 (5) 0.2112 (3) 0.8057 (4) C2. -. 1091 (6) 0.0482 (43 0.018I (5)
.4A 0.4658 (4) 0.2013 (3) 0.7778 (41 13 -0.1601 16) -0.0122 14) 0.1283 I5)
I 5A 0.4134 5) 0.2636 13) 0.8843 3 (41 -0.1519(6) -0.0487 4 0.1028 5)
I 6.A 1.4622 (5) 0.3165 (3) 0.7709 (4) (519 -0.0940 (7) -0.0282 (5) 0.1643 (6)
I I B o.2113(5) 1.0440(3) 0.1858 4) (61 -0.0411 17) 0.0331 (4) 0.1579 (5)
1 2B 016N7 51 0.9343 (3) 0.1839 41 I'll 0.2351 (6) 0.2388 (41 (1.3261 (5I

C1 ( 1 0.2194 (7) 0.2904 (5) [1.38(6 (6)
1 . 4H 0.1556 I) ().9910 41 0.2971 : 4 '31 0.2593 17) 0.2854 05) 0.46(19 (6 1
I-1- 50 . 799 (5) 0.4627 (4) 0.3210 (4) ('41 0.3103 (7) 0.2304 i51 0.4852 161
I .6B (.191(3 15) 1 .5241 3) 0.2(74 (4) 5 (.3262 (71 0.I790OI5I (.4297 (6)
NI0 2 ()o2 5) M.377( 3) 0.1(28 (4) ('61 0.2866 17) 0.1825 15) 0.349o((6)

N._.S (5I (.3818 (31 (.(070 4 112A 0.10483 (0) 0.5114 1) 0.0822 ))
N I' C 1(7' 5) (.2455 (31 -0.1388 (4) 113A -0.0384 to) 0.5998 1) 0.1219 l)
NI I) 0.3213 15 ) 0.1597 (3) 0.0336 141 114A -0.1818 (0) 0.5887 (0) 0.1SS (0)
Ni) ).1(13S (51 0.1291 13) 0.0754 (4) 115..A -[).2419 i) 0.4848 0) 0[.2173 (0)
N IlI 0.2(121 1 I 0.2446 (3) 0.2437 (4) 116A -0.1605(II) 0.3836 Ili) (1.18 0 II )
C7. 0(1467 (6) 0(.33107 (4) 0.080(9 15) 112B 0.4186 I(0) 1.3841) I0) -0(.1(939 0)

* . o. 2 I so.22 8(6) 0.(,' 1(4) 0.01251 (51 113B1 0.5041 Ill) 0.480101 ) --((.14(17 I(i)
7" 0.1(114 (6) D.25 N (41 -011693 15) 114)1 0.4539 (0) 0.5842 i!) --O.1145 (0)

S'5 I("f) 0)202. 1 1.)21 14 0.1355 1 115 it 0.3371 ) 0.6(131 (0 -((((997 (io)
(' II ( 6 if) 01 '61 )4 ((0693 1 11611 0.2513 1o) 0.5(IS4 01) (14'4 i0)

IIA -1 . 7- Iir, if 1II1 ,1) 0.1739) 1 11 2C -0.0722 (11) 0I.1,70S, (0)l -- .ll. l 2 ) Illl
(1 1l '41W '61 i 4 ,.1 ,4 '.12I, ') III( 113)" -0.125 (III (.164" (I1) 0 1 III)

-. 8 I ) 1,0 1112 !. I t!4 1146 l .1.212
_ 

0 i 4.ll I0 Mi
"14\ i1.1 *' l 7 154'13>) I""l (6) 115( 0. W1 7 I() 1.2871) l)l (.2 1 11 0)

II i' Is 1'- 1.48,8 1 . I) I ) 7) 1121) 0.4464 0 ((, 0.1342 rill )5'44 0)
(''1 4- 1 I34.0 2 4 6 lo)i 16 1 I(t) 1313 D .t'()6 Io) (.(() 1)  

10) Il 1 ti)
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fable 11 IContintiedl

.1oS X .1 atomif X

*b 0.00 to)l(I(0 0.0(00(1 10) 0.00001 40) C5..A - 0. 13 7 19) 0.41437 (7) 0. 324 8 f6)
* - 82 0.0000 Ili) 0.2 281)7 (5 01.23001 MI) U6 -0.146~6 49) 01.5461 17) of 354kJ )

Cr -. 2010 .70 I)0s~j C(7A 0.24t68 (7) 0.6724 0;) (1.4116 141
( I I A0 . 2 5 0 0 1 0 . 7 i t i f, 1 2 1 - 0 .5 0 0 2 1 0 1C B- . 5 ~ I l . 7 8 9 ( 5 0

CIA (~oS 1 009 () -o00( 21B -0.i948 49) (0.79418 , IX ('.514 t)
(111B o. I ;s - 3) --o.02o3 (3) 0.0000 10) C.33 B 0.6407 lb1 0.82,49 14) 1.i)9 (')
0(2 A 0.00(10 (0)1 0.35b ' 42) (0. 251(0 10) C -. 2914 .4,' %13 .o l
C1 B 0.003 (00 ( 0) 0.101 1241 0.-0 0 7B -0.72964 ( .7s29 (Q) 0(.5000 0
('12C' 0.1129 f21 0.23021)22 0.1961 1) (73 -. 961 (729I)(40(W
CI 21) 0.0864 t(31 o.2313 121 0.3139 (2 C 0.5t(0(( 0(1 0.00001 (01, 0.5-14 (3)

('l 0.4218 (i) 0.04S2 15) 0.5000 M)1 112A -0.3641 101 0.5432 101 0.365;1 10I)

NIA -0.240.0 (6) 0.6268 14) 01.40(52 (31 113A -0.346n on 0.440(5 (0) 0.3116 411)

NIB -0.4t53 (9) 0.7661 (61 0(.5000( (01 114A -0.1987 (01 0.3969 4 II) 0.29111 111)1 lISA -_0.079 M) 0.4688 40) (o.3 15;8 10
CA -0.2317 j7 0.5674 (6) 0.369-, (4 116A -01.0957 (0) 0.5763 04 o(.3639 to4)

C2A -(4.3(15(181 0.5278 16) 0. 3 i31 (5) H1213 -0.5651 141) 0. 7M4 2 (0) 0(.5 46 (if)
C3A -1-.2935 94 0.4662 471 0.3234 6b) 11311 -(0.7(095 if) 0.84o6 (0) 0. 5s 48 X (0
C4.A -0.2080 (9) 0.4419 (6) 0.3095 5) 114B3 -04.7831 (0) (0.8618 40) Mow)I'l 10

*either No. 37 or No. 66 as the space group. An empirical absorption Jahn-Teller distortion expected for the low-spin d' 2T,.9 (in
correction was made. Successful solution and refinement was sub- Oh) ground state.' 6 The average (> N and N-Cmg distances
sequently. carried out in C&crn (No. 66). Examination of the Patterson of 1. 159 (3) and 1.397 (3) A show no systematic variation with
function followed the placement of the two crstal logra phica lly unique ligand and are in the ranges ( 1. 142-1.176 and 1.388-1.470
Sb atoms. Sequences of least-squares refinement and Fourier and A, respectively) normally found in complexes of the phenvl
difference Fourier allowed placement of the remaining non-hydrogen
atoms. Full-matrix least-squares refinement ( 180 variables) utilizing isocyanide ligand.1' (Further discussion of the systematic
anisotropic temperature factors for all non-hydrogen atoms and trends observed in the Cr-C, C _N, and N-C ring bond
idealized placement of the H- atoms with variable isotropic temperature lengths with metal oxidation state is deferred until a later
factors converged to give R = 0.058 and R., = 0.059. The error in section of this paper.)
an observation of unit weight was 0.77 1, based on a value of 0.04 for The Cr-C-=N and CE EN -Ctng linkages are very near the
p in the all) equation.' nominal 1800 values expected for phenyl isocyanide primarily

- - C1ICl 2 of Crvstallization. One disordered dichloromethane fucinn sacdnrlgn.Teoinains of the phenvl
molecule per formula unit is present in the unit cell. The unique rings are partially determined by the Cr site symmetry: i.e.,
chlorine atom (Cl) lies on the mirror plane and is related to the other thtrnrigreadbyhenvsonctraerquedo
chlorine atom by the twofold axis. This arrangement requires the thtrnrigreadbyhenvsonctraerquedo
carbon atom (C) to lie on the twofold axis, but it can be disordered be coplanar. A pitch angle may be defined in the idealized
either above or below the mirror plane. The electron density of carbon geometry (Cr-C=_N-C,n9 linkage strictly linear) as the
atom C %as modeled with a 50%c occupancy factor in each position, angle between the phenyl ring plane normal and the plane
Because this type of disorder is somewhat surprising.'~ an attempt normal defined by the Cr(CN), square-planar unit containing
was made to reline the structure in the corresponding acentric space the phenyl ring (i.e., the angle between the plane normal of
group (&Cc2. No. 37). This refinement did not lead to significantly phenyl ring A and plane normal of the Cr(CN) 4 plane con-
different parameters for the Cl atom nor did it lead to a well-defined tamning ligands A and B). The values of this angle are 3.1,
C atom in CHI,CI:: therefore, the centric space group was used for 25.7, and 18.9', respectively. It is interesting to note that the
the final calculations. axis with the shortest C-'bn egh( xs steai
Results with the pitch angle closest to00 while the b axis phenv I ring

Tables If-IV give the final atomic parameters, bond lengths, with the longest Cr-C bond deviates the most from 0. Al-
and bond angles determined for each structure. (Tables and though this may be a consequence of the effect of the plnm~

Figures labeled A correspond to the Cr(l) compound. B to the ring orientation on the a component of the Cr-C bond, more
Cr~ll) compound. and C to the Cr(111) compound.) Final experimental (single-crystal EPR) and theoretical 010 cal-
value-s fcer the temperature factors and structure factors are culations) work is needed to confirm this explanation.
given in the supplemei~try material jCr(CNPh).,jIPF,. Tac ORTIT viewk 0iure I B) and, more

I(Cr(NPh,,jICF SO,]. Tfhe structure' of [Cr(CNIh),j- vividly, the stereoview o 'thc [Cr(CNPh)j- cation (F~igure
tCFSOIJ consists of discrete [Cr(CNPh),j cations and 2) illustrate the distortion prescnt in this cation. Of thle
disordered [CFSO4 l anions. The disorder in the [CFSO1 [ structures determined for the Cr(0), Cr(l). Cr(I1). and Cr1111)
anion is discussed in the Experimental Section. Examination hexakisphenyl isocyanide) complexes, the Cr( 11) compo~und
of the structural parameters suggests no interionic contacts is by far the most distorted. The structure consists of discrete

* Ishorter than those expected on the basis of van der Waals radii. [Cr(CNPh)5I2 cations and PF, anions with no apparent close
The (r atom sits on the inversion center, w hich requires interionic contacts. The shortest of' these is the 3.l')7 ( 7) ,k

mutually trans ligands to be equivalent (sets A. B, and C contact between 1:413 and C3D.
labeled in the ORTI-P View of the cation (Figure IA)). The The Cr atom site is a general position in the unit cell. re-
CrC, coordination core is very nearly octahedral with the quiring no symmetry elements (i.e.. the six CN' Ph lgands aire
idealied 90' C-Cr-C angles averaging 91.0 (3)". Two of

the three independent Cr-C bond lengths I ligands A. and C) (16) Cotn I A\ . kkdisn G .\d.~anccd Inoirganic I. henu,tir%- \\le
are nearly identical ( -.4,) within experimental error 11.9)68 New Yo~rk. I((sO; pp n,'X tS2 Iv igs. H N lrans baraa S- 1161,
(3) A) \Ahile the third is slightly longer ( 1.990 (3) A), a 1. 2h,
deviattion from the other two of about 7(y. The lenot hening ((7) Fric.sonn M. S ,Jaiginer. S . I une~trorn. I I.I 1m.5an Nr1

19MI1. +N3. ( 5 1Mnn. Is R . lIl'icrro. %1 3(ri i \ ul, i I pp fll n
of the ('r-C bonds on one axis maty be indicative of the small 2192, it. 10(49 Sim. Gi5 Stine. I G~ . %%.td~ho,uC, 1) la I

(rv Iaih'tr.S.\.. I? %truct (riv allfwr I ri iI l Ihr 1) /1
241(1, Simin. K R . I S . vk iiirni%. R \1 . j I I

415 I Brittn, 1 1.) . Personul comnmunicaion. Gourdoin. J 1I I I ln r ( en W ill. 97 '
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e. Table [it. Selected I n tratonric Disances (A) t 11 1i heir
In nra rted Strandard Diatuions A

A. [CrtCNI'h), IISO ,CI ,j C Ce C
c,

C r((N Ph 1 , C 2

('r-C7A 1.964 2 C7 C- N IC 1. 156 t 2)
Cr-C7 [1 1.9901(2) N IA-(I A 1.393 ) cy N N C

Cr-C7C 1.971 (2) NI B41l)1 1.397 (2) B ___

C7A- NI..A 1. 165 12') N IC-CIC 1.400 (2) Co, C

Ci B-NlItB 1. 1i6 (2) C6C

C'Disordered'~ CI 1.32 Z34

*S-O 1 1.184 (3) -S-03" 1.375 (3) Cf i Cc

13. 1ICi(CNPlfl, I [lPI~ 6J.

Cr) CN I'), 2
047A'. 2.0)21 (7) C7 D-N ID 1.154 (7)
CrC7 1) 2.011 I7) C71.-N I 1.154 (7)
C'r-('7( 2.0 11 (6) C7I:-,N 11 1.167 (7) Ccs C B
Cr-CM) 2.4)13 17) N I A-Cl A 1.401 (7)C2e
(r-C"I 2.019 17) N IB-( I B 1.425 (7)
Cr-('71 2.0094 (7) N IC-CI C 1.43 3 17) cI
C7A-N IA 1.157 17) N 11)-Cl D 1.409 (8) "IN
('71-NI B 1.156 (1 NI -(I 1 1.421 (7) y ' 2if

('7(C-,NIC 1.1604(6) Nil -CUI 1.392 (7) E

C. [C r(C N Ih ( I [S K(I , , C II .C I, 0 11

Cr-C7A 2.0601(10) (C71)-N IB 1.134 (14)N N

Cr-C713 2.085 413) N IA-CI A 1.386 411) C, C
C7 A- NIA 1.144(10) N I B-(IB 1.415 118) C2

01Sb I -CI I.A 2.361 (2) SSIb I-111B 2.373 (34

Sb2-(12A. 2.35 7 134 Sb2-CI2C 2.348 (2) B C3
Sb24 1213 2.345 (4) Sh2-(*12D 2.366 (3) C

Disordered" (IICI. CA
(-Cl 1.767 (33) 6 liC

SSee I speriniental Section tor the descriPtion of thie disorder C7C_mode) empi', ed. N~C2 /o i c

independent). The Cr-C distances are nearly identical (av- c:
erage 2.0 14 (7) A) and show no apparent systematic variation \

i l 7 7with ligand position. The most striking features of the cation I .
structure are the distortions in the C-Cr-C bond angles and l C

*the warping of the n-N C C-- NCn units into A C

the shape of an archer's bow.B
The angular distortions in the C-N _C-Cr-C _N-C

units are quitc dramatic. The unit involving trans ligands A
and D) is distorted the most while the C.F and B.E ligand trans Figure 1. ORTEP view of the Cr(CNPh),' (A), Cr(CNPh),2' (B).
axes are distorted to a lesser but significant amount. The -90*" and Cr(CNI'h) 6

3 ' (C) cations down a pseudo threefold axis, %%fill the
C-Cr-C angles (given in part B of Table IV) rangc from a nurnberinL scheme illustrated. The thermal ellipsoids for Cr. C. and

0 4q high value of 97.0' for C' .- ('- C7E to a low value of 83.70 N are drawn at the 50", level; I I ellipsoids are arbiti aridv et. IIN.-
for the C7A-Cr-C7 a g' he most distorted '!800" drogens arc not labeled but arL numbered as 11 foi!o%%ed l,'. the l ibel
C-Cr-C angle is 169.90 (C7_'A-Cr-C7D) while the leasi for the carbon atonm to which it is attached. L xampe; . I iu-iciMC

*distorted angle is the C7B-Cr-C7E angle of 175.50. to C4A is numbered 114A.
*The most concise description of the CrC, coordination core six-coordinate Cr(1I) center in Cr(CNPh),* is electron de-

is octahedral, with a significant G, angular distortion of the ficient.'5  The six-coordinate, 16e Cr(CNPh),~ ion might
C-Cr-C bond angles. The twofold pseudo symmetry axis of be expected to show a tendency to bind a seventh ligand to

* * ~~~the cation bisects the largest "90*" C-Cr-C angle, thle 97.00 tanteIX ofgrtoa ntesrcual hrc
C7A-Cr-C7F angle. This description of the geometry is only tcrized M Cr(CN-t- Bu),(PF,),s Because the very wekyCo-

appoxiat du t th exree wrpng f -N CC ordinating 13F,- anion present in the crystal does' not interact
* r-C -N-C axes, with the Cr 1 ) center, electron densitv can onlN be gained % ia

The exact origins of these distortions are in somec doubt; distortion of the six phenyl isocxanide ligands'to make them
however, they are likely due ito packing forces or to the elec- more efficient electron donators. By distortion of the C -
tronic requirements of the Cr) M,) ion. Although structural Cr-C, Cr-C N, and C-N-C anlgles. the overlap of the
determinations of the Cr(CNPh),-' cation with different an- rb ('N orbitals with the C r d orbitals can be increased. The
ions present in the lattice would be needed ito determine the improved overlap thait occurs via these distortions ma% increase
relative importance of' packing and electronic effect., at Cr.
the latter are consistent as the cause of the structural distortion.

al o(is) \1.aik. w s.. %ko. I 1 ,' %ilton. R A J -(i he, s-& 1490.
The standard reduction potential oF the Cr) CN I)L /Cr- i f): 'It I~~n. i.Nfial,% S .Walton. R A,.I ppard..S J1
(C'NI'h l* couple' of -0.05 V vs. AgC(I 'Ag indicates that the Ibid 1982. 104. Ill

1 0
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Table IV. Selei cd InIferatomic Angles (dcv) th I heir I Ntlinma ted Standard l)emlatlori,

A. I('r&MNl'11 IISO,(I ,I
('

7
A-r4 7

I1 91.3 i) ('7\-('r-'7A' I li I It 4r-C7 A-N IA 1"5.- 121
('7A4'r-4'7 88.7 1) 1TI-(r- B t I I -( 1)1-N I I 171) 

3 12)
7B-r-(47(" 89.5 I) ('C4r-C,( I80.1) I ) (r-t N-Ni). 178.1 12)

('7A-NIA-(IA 178.6 24 NI-('1- '2..\ 117.9 12) NI \- I \-('(A 121.4 12)
t" B-N I I,-t1B 176.4 (2) N I ll-( I - i 2I I 1X.6 2\ N I- i- 61 1 1.9 (2
C7C-N1 C-(IC 176.1 (2) NI C-('I -(21 I I". X21 NI(- I-4 4 1187 2)

It. I C r I N Illh), Ill1 I :
C7-\A-'r -C"7B 83.7 (3) (-7114 - C"-(I7 I 5. , (3 1 (71 -('r-( 71 X8 4 1
C - .\ -C '7 95.A t3) (' 7 -(r- ' 9 .2 "I3) r-( 7 ,%-N IA 171 3 it,
('7A-C4r-,7) 169.9 13) (7".4'r4 -1X)2> (.r- 1)-N ItB i5 .) Ii,
('7 \-'r-('71 97.o 12) (

7
"-('r-(71 86,) I ) (1r-(' 7

(-N I( 116.1 36)
(7A- 'r-'71 88.2 3) (74-('r-f1 174 1 13I (r-- '"l-N 11) "l 1) I,
('7B3-C r-( C 88.9 (3) (i- r- -I 9o.4 ) (r=4 71 -N I I 175.h (hI
('7 -(r-(-71) 89.4 43) (71)1-(-(71 85.2 13) r 71 -N I I 176. (i)
(C7A-NIA-(I.-\ 177.4 461 NIA A-CI 2\ 118.7 (71 NIA-IA--('tA 11) h 17
('713-NIB-('IB 176.0 47) NI B-fI B-'2 B 1 18.6 7) NIB-(I -116 BI 18.3 7)
C7'-NIC-(IC 177.9 (6) N I(-CIC-C2C 117.7 )61 NI -CI(-6(' 19.5 (6)
C7TD-ND-('ID 174.9 (7) NI D-(lI D-('2) 121.3 0) NI D-.I D4-('61) 116.5 t7
C71.-NIl-CIF 177.) 161 NI1 I- (1-C21 118.8 (6) NII.-l1 -'bL 117.1 46)
-C7F-NII -Cl 1 177.0 46) NIl --(11 -('21 119.6 46) NIl 411 -C61 118.8 46)

C. jr(NhIjhl 1~I
C7.\-Cr-('7A 91.9 (4) ('7A-N IA-CIA 175.2 9) ('7B-NI B-'IB 175.3 (14)

SC7A-4'r- 71 92.3 ,4)
('r-C7A-NI A 174.8 48) NIA-CI A4'2A 121.8 (8) NICI'I B-(2B 115.9 (8)
('r-C7B-N IB 169.0 113) NIA-('IA-'6A 117.6 (8)

Figure 2. Stereoscopic view of the Cr(CNPh)b2  cation.

the electron density at the Cr(HI) center to approach that of Table V. Comparison of Structural Data for Several
a seven-coordinate complex. In an equivalent view, the dis- M('NR). n ' and M(('N), - (oniple\esa
tortion enables each CNPh ligand to donate slightly more electronic

.. electron density to Cr( 1). complex conien av NI- C. A av C -N, A av N -C, A

ICr(CNPh),IISbCI.CHfCI,. The structure of [Cr- ('r('Nli'u," lsd' 1.938 43) 1.176 14) 1.38 14)
(CNPh) j[SbCI, 3"CH1Cl2 consists of lCr(CNPh)j] cations, ('rWNl'P), " Isd' 1.975 42) 1.159 (2) 1.397 121
SbCl, anions, and CHCI, molecules of cr)stallization. There (rtCNI'll.. 'sd 2.0414 17) 1.158 071 i.414 i71
appear to be no specific interactions between these structural 'rifN ll), i lt, 2.06,1 ' 1 .141 412) 1.31)6 i I - i
%nits % shortest cont: ct is 3.34) A bet',een C . B and N I A). \t( NI'l I. Id" I.'l'W i-.' 1.162 (6) 1.411 i

T;ie !ocatior, of the caiuons and anio-,s on special positions rWNI Ni (1t 2571 1.156 (1)
in the relatively high-symmetry Cccrn space group imposes , ' 2.4171)1) 1.156 I1
site sym m etry on the [C r(CN Ph)] 1+  cation and one SbCl Sitio r,, d.'vtatt ui oted arc t hw avera e o the stInidard
anion. v hilc the second SbCl, is on a site of C, symmetry. dei at on ir t he Indl(,(hual '.alu's Is I)'.' pin.
The two crystallographicaily independent anions are closely
octahedral . ith the Sb CG bond lengths averaging 2.360 (0) these angular distortions is to produce two smaller trigonal
A and the angles within I' of the expected 9) and I 80'. face pockets related to each other by an inversion center. The

The symmetry at the Cr) Ill) center is nearly I).(, (a pair origins of these distortions as in the previously discussed (CrO I)t'hld axesbisect the small cen iso e ar-C7.V nale cotiplex are not readily apparent but again may be due in part
and the larver 91.V0 (CA+r -(7V'. while a third twofold axis to the extretcel electron-deficit Cr)Ill) center it this

Is coincident with the ('7 -( r ("711' vector). The ('r(C) coniprund (the (r(lll)/Cr(ll) couple' is +0.73 V vs.

cordination core exhibit', a mariinalkv significant tetragonal Ag('j/:\g).
* diltorton ( -3q) in the (r C bond lenieths. with lone axial I)scussion

nd., it' 2.085 1 3) A (Cr ('ill nd shorter equatorial honds Table V surnniari/c, crstlhographic data pertinent to the
of 2(4)0) 110) ..\ ( r (7 \) -The ,ntuI distortions In the discussion of the (r(NN)," (n = 0. 1+, 2+. 3+) series. Ita
( - ( nd C - N -- anlcs are iitt ih or the X lIiwand obtained in the present stud\ and the previous determinations'

I but are relatMels more sinittccnt tor the B ligand. of' the ('r(NI)l' structure indicate that the scquential ox-
parttcuia.rl in the (r -- C N hnk 2ie tI I I The effect Of id.ation of the Cr center results in a s\stenaltic imra in the

....................................... ......... .. ....'.. . .. ,=.-. "y
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Cr-C and N-C,,,r bond lengths and a decrease in the C-N stability 4 are observed, stability and bond length do not always
bond lengths. As previously discussed5a in the comparison of correlate. For example. the average Cr(llI)-C bonds of the
the structural parameters for the isoelectronic Cr(CNPh), Cr(CN),1 - -' and Cr(CNPh) 1 + ions are nearly identical in
and %Mn(CNPh), complexes, the trends observed for the length (2.071 vs. 2.068 A) but they differ many orders of
Cr(0), Cr(l), Cr(ll), and Cr(lll) series in the Cr-C, C=N, magnitude in substitutional lability.3 "20 .24 Previously, the hy-
and N-C,, bond lengths are consistent with a M dir - Lir* bridization of the ab ligand orbital and the electronegativity
interaction between Cr and CNAr. which decreases with each of the ligating atom trans to the Cr(Iil)-C bond have been
increase in the formal Cr oxidation state. The lengthening suggested as factors important in determining Cr(lll)-C bond
in the Cr-C bond with an increase in the formal oxidation state stabilitv.2 1 Both of these factors are approximately constant
of Cr is the reverse of the trend normally observed in the in Cr(CN) 63- and Cr(CNPh) 6

3 . The determining factor in
primarily L(ae) - I bonds found in coordination com- the present case must be the relative energies of the carbon
pounds."t  The decrease in the C _N bond length with an lone pair of CN- compared with that of CNPh. Without
increase in formal oxidation state in the Cr(CN Ph)6  series measurements of the predominantly carbon lone-pair molecular
also correlates with the previous observation Zb, of a systematic orbital energies in the two ligands relative to the energy of the
increase in the vPCN) infrared stretching frequency. appropriate Cr(|ll) valence orbitals, we can only speculate that

The anomalous properties that we have observed' for Cr- the energy match between the Cr(ll1) orbitals and the ab
(CN.-\r),5 * complexes are explicable in the context of the ligand orbital is considerably more favorable in the CN case.
structural studies reported here. The properties of interest are The lone pair on carbon in free CNPh is stabilized relative
( I ) the very low kinetic and thermodynamic stability of the to its energy in CN- due to the strong electron-withdrawing
Cr(CNAr),3  complexes relative to the more stable Cr- effect of the Ph" group bound to nitrogen. The CNPh carbon
(CNAr),2 complexes' (the opposite stability order is normally lone pair is able to gain very little additional stability on
found) and k2) the subsequently very high Cr(lil)/Cr(ll) coordination to Cr(lll) in comparison to a large stabilization
formal potentials (-+1.0 V vs. NHE) for the CNAr com- gain for coordination of the CN- carbon lone pair.
plexes' (typical Cr(lll)/Cr(ll) formal reduction potentials are A portion of the enhanced stability of Cr(CNPh),2  relative
in the range -0.4 to -1.1 V vs. NHE).20 Clearly the inverted to the less stable Cr(CN) 6

4-2 0 ion must also be due to the
stability order (Cr(lll) < Cr(1l)) mentioned in (1) determines relative energies of the Cr(ll) orbitals and the ligand ab orbital:
the positive shift in the Cr(lll)/Cr(ll) potential; however, the however, in this case an additional stabilizing factor is present.
magnitude of the shift (-2.0 V) 2 1 between the Cr(CN)6 -- / The Cr(ll)-C bond in the CNPh complex is significantly

" Cr(CN), - and Cr(CNPh) 3 4 /Cr(CNPh) 6
2' reduction po- shorter (2.014 vs. 2.053 A) than in the CN- case. 7  This

tentials is surprising and indicates very large relative stability shortening of the Cr(lI)-C bonds in Cr(CNPh 6
2  may result

changes in the Cr-C bonds of the CN- complexes compared in better a and 7r overlap between the Cr(ll) orbitals and the
with those of the CNPh complexes. CNPh ligand orbitals.

.906Although variations in Cr(I)-L bond lengths (Cr(III)-F Acknowledgment. We wish to thank Professor J. D. Britton
S1.906 A:-2 Cr(lII)--Ct 3 = 2.300 A23 and in Cr(II)-L bond for his expert assistance in the X-ray structure determinations

___and Professors J. F. Evans and H. B. Gray for helpful dis-
(19) For example, changes in the metal-ligand bond lengths for a number cussions. The X-ray diffractometer was purchased in part

of coordination compounds in which only the (t,,)' configuration through funds provided by National Science Foundation Grant
changes are as follows. Fe(f :IHQl .d(2+)-d(3+) = 0.14 & lair, N.

J.; Beattie. J. K. Inorg. (hem. 1977. /6, 245. Bauer. W. 1 Acia CHE 77-28505. This work was supported by the U.S. Army
Crysalluogr. 1964. 17, 1167. Montgomery, HI.; Chastain, R. V.; Nalt. Research Office.
J. J.; 'itowska. A. Lingafelter. E. C. Ibid. 1967, 22, 775. Ham-
ilton. W. C. Ibid. 1962, 15. 353, Ru(NH, d(2+--d3+) = 0.04 A: Registry No. A, 89463-43-4; B, 57016-36-1; C, 89463-45-6.
Stsnes Ft. C.; lbers. J. A. Inorg. Chem. 1971. 10. 2304. RufIlO) , -
d2+-d3+) O.Ot 0 : Brunschwig. B. S.; Logan. J.; Newton. M.D.; Supplementary Material Available: Listings of additional interatomic
Sutin. N. J. Am. Cherm. Soc. 1980, 102. 5798 and references cited distances and angles, thermal parameters, and observed and calculated
therein, structure factors and stereoscopic views of the CrtCNPh) 6  and

(20) E* values for Cr(tl 2 OY),-!CrlHO)6'- and Cr(CN)Y'/Cr(CN)l - are Cr(CNPh)5
3 4 cations (41 pages). Ordering information is given on

-0 41 V ,s. NHE and -1.1 30 V vs. NIlE. respectively. [lume, D. N.; any current masthead page.
'-" Kolthoff. I. M. J, Am. Chem. Soc. 1943. 65. 1897.
. (21) We estimate that up to - 1.0 V (23 kcal/mol) of this potential shift

might be due to differences in the solvation energy between the two
couples, because they involve highly charged negative tons in one case (24) Taube, t. (hem. Ret. 1952, 50, t9.
and highly charved ,'7;,,ki ions in the other case. (25) twata.N1. 4ca ('.,all ,. Sect B: .Sruct (t,stallo, r (rit Che,

( 122) laczele. R.; %e.,ih . %V W : Bal:el. D. Z. AVaturforsch.. B: .4norg. 197". 133. 59.
('hem . Ore,. Chen;. a ! 5 3B. 462. (26) Sneedon, R. P A. "Org.,noihroniium (Comipunds"; Academic Press:

(23) Krausse. J. Proc. 1-. (onr. (o,,rd. ('hem. 1966. 9. 168. Krausse. J.; New York, 197 5 pp 130- 155.
Marx, .J. Organornet. (hem. 1974. 65. 215. (27) Lrungstrom, E. ,ta (hem. Scand.. Set .4 1977, .431, 104.
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Electrochemnical Redox. Beha~iour of (lie Hexakis- TAB)LE 1. Cyclic Voltanimetric Ital-Wavc Potentials for
(ary] isocyanlide) Complexes of Moly bdenuinOll arid %1oICNAr)6 Coniplexes in 0. 1 %I'I'BAII-Dictiluorietthane.4
Tuiigsten~o)

D.. DVII) A. BOIIIING, MIN I R. MANN Mlo(Nlh-4-C) 6  -0.03 +0. 56

Depart'nent of ClzePnistrv-, University )I' Minnr~esota, .iin~ea- %I,,( (NPh) 6  -0.18 b+0.45b

STARE A I NGICR THOMAS GENNFTT. MICIIXEL J. A-00+.5
%V.LAVIR and RICHARD A. WALTON. MoICNI'h - . le), 0.0+5

Department ofr ietstrv, hFrirde Un)iversity', W~est M(N'h4O b 0.28 +0.371
I.ajav.ette. Ind. 4 707 US.A. Md Ii-2 61I 2 d

MoiCN \%I hfit -0.35 +0.48
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"Dita recorded at 10 n Vs vs. Ag,'AgCI unless otherwise
TheI --1 1 exaisary Mated. b D~ata front1 ref. 8 v's. SCE. cDIP =di-so-propyl.

iexaks~a~tsocanide andVs. SCI. as reference electrode.
isocyantde) complexes of chromium, 1Cr(CNR) 6 in,

arid ICr(CNAr) 6 in* are noteworthy for their well-
defined redox chemistry and the range of accessible

*stable oxidation states (n can be 3, 2. 1 or 0) 11-_71 . is formed by thle electrochemical oxidation of NI-
In contrast to this situation, solutions of thle hexakis- (CNAr) 6., we have examined further the electro-
(phenvl isocyan ide) complexes Mo(CNPh1) 6  and chemical redox properties of M(CNAr) 6 , with
W((NI'li), in 0.2 MI tetra-ni-butylarnmortiumi hexa- emphasis upon the more readily synthesized molyb-
tluoropltosphate(TBAI I)-dichloroinethane possess denium complexes. Several key points emergaing
a reversible one-electron oxidation at El/ 2 -: 0.2 V from these investigations are addressed herein.
vs. SCL. anid a second oxidation at E0 la +0.48 V Solutions of a series of hexakis(aryl isocyanidel
(Mo I. or +0.44 V (W) vs. SCE, that is cliemically complexes of Nlo(0) in 0.1 N1 tetra-ni-butylammonium
irreversib-le 181i Single scan cyclic voltamnnietric liexafluoroplhospliate(TBAII)-dichlloromethanie (Table
measurements showed conclusively 181 that follow- 1) were foundt to exhibit cyclic voltamntetrtc behav-
ing tile second oxidation, the IM(CNPht), j2* cations ior essentially the same as that reported previously
decomposed chemically, by a process that was fo (Nh 6 (I=M rW n02N BI- ('11-
rapid onl tile tine scale of the elect rochiencal expert- Clf. thereby establishing thle generality of this redox
merit. Thte product(s) could not he identified because behavior and emphasizing the differences that exist
it was not stable chemically. However, when thle with the chromium analogues [Cr(CNAr ),In. Coin-
hulk elect rolyses oft solutions of NMo( CNPh )6 and pared to the analogous Cr(CNAr), compounds 151,
W((NI'li ), fit 0.2 Ni TBAII-CI 12C12 were carried otit only a limited correlation of' the cyclic voltantmetric
at a potential (+0.(1 V) that was positive of thle hialf-wave potentials E1'2 with Hlammett ol~ and o,
second ( irreversible) oxidatiotn then the correspond- funct ions exists for thle electrode reaction depicted
Itie Nevenl coordinate dication I M(CNIli ) 1 a in eqn. I t'f. Theec couples (cqn. I') are characterited
t he rat r prd i *.tplvine that tilie very react Ive
I 6-e it:: rkn s i\,oord inate species [NI(CNIh hi I INo(CNAr ), + e -~N '~ b(

canll aerg phienvl isocyanide. In anl effort to
explore thle Sigrnificaiice of thtese redox properties by 1,2 values in tile potential range 0 to -0+3 V.
iris oar as they pertain to other arvl isocyanide coin- peak separations of' less than 100 mV and peak ratios
plexes of thle types Nloi((NArJ5 arid W((NAr)5 . and P eqactlnei te01 Bj(ol~l

*.to as:ertain tilie nieclaiosn whereby, INU( NAr )- I So;lvenlt systeml.

*Aut'i''.'I %k 11" 'r~p, micncce tioutd he addressed. Thew rtteasutertlenis \%ere carried our at rie I t ro
--- 111t: i. pc~rw, %I t %J1111h-1 afnil lIt(N ht titeTIt- ()o l iMnnesota usiite rite e\pcrinienrtal set-uip described pres-

wise, p-w-~ scr ,il, r't andi %%cii-delined Cectro- wuslo, 151 All pntrials are quoted relative ito a At! A-t
0iCMnitt 1'r pJCric! 11:. 11) 1.2 %1 1 BAHl If,(t 1,. rever- rceetceL electrode. ss ITC1itherefore makes therm very sintillar.

.itc nrcc ~' tt \Idotiln it 1 1- 41 % Ito Moo) or alitit'u it not cxacthi dentical 1t1, (lie data preserried in ret.
* I2 V ir I% i itid ti rcro~t lcteitrt reduction 8. fr \% loch in SI reterence stas tised.

it 1 1.12 % in~ \l,) o, I 12 V t r V. i. S( I lor t I uriler detils aic aoih~lie in 1). A loltlitne. Pht1) 71cm
lull ,:~gr~se ret. sIh t rUniscrsit% orl \ttlttsotl. 196

t frl n3x -3 0 0 1I Levier Sequoiai Printed in Si c as-
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listed in Table I confirmed that all these s'.Stemls
,' ~behaved in a comparable fashion. Suhniot.uentlv

IX we have found that thle appearance ot thlese %aves
at potentials > +1I.1 V results tromi thle reaction ot
[Nio(CNAr), with impurities tn the solvent anid,'
or supporting electrolyte because, as showAn in

.04 00Fig. 1,. tile single-scan cyclic volt ammoa! am (it
.,3 .12 +6 04 00 -04 Nlo(CNxylyl) 6 in 0.1 MI TBAIl-0C ],Cl is free

Volt vsSCEof such waves whlen recourse was made to) a highly

Fig. 1. Anodic- cathodic cyclic voltammiogram of a solution purified solvent and supporting electrolyte,. For
of NlotNxv Yyl 6 in.1IrBF-[ctrcoddt this system, the + I/O couple was characterized by
loO miVis usinez a Pt-bead electrode (other experimentat Em1/2 =-0.35 V i-s. SCE and lpc'pa=1, while the
conditions are as described in iootnote + 21+1 couple had E Pa = +0.48 V vs SCE and P/

tp.a < I at a scan rate (v) of 100 mV/s. Even with
fast scans (up to 10 V/s) the ratio ipC/ip, was much

In contrast to the reversible character of the +1/0 le ss than unity. Within the potential range ±1.9 to
couple, the conversion of [.%oc(CNAr),J* to [Mto- -2.4 V, there were no other significant features
(CNArh] 12 * is followed in all instances by a chemical discernible in the cyclic voltamnmogram under these
transformation that is rapid on the electrochemical experimental conditions.
time scale, thereby yielding very little response Exhaustive electrolysis of solutions of NMo(CNPh) 6
corresponding to the reverse process. at least for and W(CNPhI) 6 at potentials positive of' the second
sweep rates up to 10 V/s. This irreversibility contrasts (irreversible) oxidation gives seven coordinate [Mo-
with thle reversible nature of the [Cr(CNAr) 6] 2.11 (CNPh)7,J2 * and [W(CNPhi) 7j

2 * as thle predominant
couple [5]. In an attempt to identify thle chemical chemical products [81 , although the product yields
reacti, n s that follow the formation of [Mo(CN. were not previously determined. This behavior is
Ar),JQ* we have focused our attention upon the typical of that found for the other Nlo(CNAr)1 , spe-
behiavior of one such system, iz. Nio(CNxylyl) 6  cies. as exemplified by the present results for Mto.
(x% lyl =2,6-duinethylphemyl), a complex that appears (CNXYlyl) 6. Controlled potential electrolysis on 0.1
to be representative of the series lt. Mt TBAII-CH 2C12 solutions of Nto(CNxylyllb, was

We had noted previously [8] that following the conducted at 0.0 V in order to achieve Complete
second oxidation. i.e. (Mo)' -M~ 2 *product conversion to thle paramagnetic monovalent cation
waves' appeared in the single scan cyclic voltammno- The electrolysis was assumed concluded when only
gramns of %M(CNI~l)6 (M! = Mlo or W) at potentials cathodic current was exhibited using a rotating
more positive than +1.1 V. Similar cyclic voltamn- platinum electrode, at which time 0.98 electrotn had
metric scans in the case of the other complexes been removed. The cation's half life is significantly

tttThe complex MoO NXYl)06. tike others of this typ Ttie supporting etectrotyte n-tBuaNt'Iwas purified b%

described in Tabte 1, %%is prepared from the reaction of recry staltizing it several times from aibsolut et chaniol. followk

Mo.:(O,('C1 3 l with excess ot ArNC using a slight modmitica- ed bv thorough vacuum drying. The 0 icliloromethanre solvent
tron ot thle synthetic route described by' Manin et at. 191 . (Blurdick and' Jacksonl Was punit ed utilunine ( all, .1' the
An alternative procedlure employs a sodiumionercurv reduc- drying agLent, t,,Itowed h,-i I liree ItreeziepuniiraIi,, ' ds

0 4 ti 0n iii-:id as prposed bNy Chia et al. 1 101 . Methsanol (50 and vaCUuLm (tlst:l~IIUn 10 m111o. R!,e-'ns VWTen.t
4 lovh hail been dried o;Lr molecular sieves tor 1too da~ys spherc Conitiov. (N.. \.icuun Aitot'eed' ' h % 5 eCF

1 iwrt use. wa s ;dd&d to 4CeL of a .4' Na'llie ,iiraleami The used, in ail qibequet iiiciiurctents. t lie l.:cincl
suah cq u cnt a d d It Ion .1 ti 0 'ot % 1,, 0.,( 11( 4 11i1it ie d ia i cI Cell c'n11f 1urationii ted %its tile1t% pi:al ,tie I ; 1but o
pktduced a dark brown solored solution. Shortly theretiter. a double-totlted S(1 reterene ell toi linder 1 ifi il ot
to L!(7.6 inisoll ,t \\~IN, I isoco-anide %sas added. t'ho: Isk water into thle \%vrkine cornpattttiti ,Itile Cll \leasire-
.,as shaken lor 15 in arid the contents clianed toi a deep nients ,%ere cirriLd OUT A -5 C 111i:1 a P!t-bid C!elIdCl

4 1erd -1,,. ilhe resultitic iii~ure .%as sepirate-d tro (lie Thtli had (1CCe Lle. Tied in1 b'iliii: iiiii, acild r 1se Is A
rein.iiiinZ N. lie! aiial-aii id -dl!d to 1 ( tit in i~e tith. satu1ratid teMLus toni 'rtU:1i \111!ale dl' m
I be lid ss itered ,I!, ind Thie \li(M N\.I It, 55215 e\traU- Pii ,t'S~l ' ~l\t I I-,''a ('1 I t-

edit, reli C ther. I '.tll of h 'li IMiy ether ant~lI'~iiiiis d ., P \R0 i i.me

%% trj is ,JLiicV0t under a !r-_ti -I vi~r er C . %ivid 1t etr- LneOiiv11Ai11 icIT,Ied ,,W;iion, I '. tN

Ir ts pridUst (T d h leIn'is i1 sPe! tr-ep i, iN I a ~ R, i' te Np~e it kt!1tsV 11A itp! S a
- - 'ii) Liii I and dlerc e n~ hp s tri'' , liit iiiid d!td 'e ttt. ' ' I , Is-l ild I \tk p" i

l I. !- 45. II l L 1 I Itii 1 .11 )2 111 1 1'rI l' I rl L TII tI II le jIo1,cnrnI 7w
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Mkt1(CN A I~ I, %o(CN\ A. II + e I tions that were I mNM in complex. At 0 mM% xv lyl-
NC', the occurrence of the 1.4So electron couint

[M,(t'N.Xt 1, 4 [Mo(CNAt ),, I - + e (2) (measured relative to NMo(0)) after the second oxida-
tion to the divalent cation (step 2) suggests that a

jIo~(CNAt It, I + [ Mo( UNAr, I~ reaction occurs with the monovalent cation (step
+ 3). This accounts for the failure to achieve a twko

[MoCN.r) 1 [o(C~r~ Ielectron count. since [Mo(CNAr),* is consumed
'Nh (NAr s I- .oCNrj + xArNC prior to its complete conversion to [M\o(CNAr1-*

~.tt[MoC~r ~ (4)i This postulate IS supported by the effect of increas-
() ing the bulk concentration of free xylyl isoc-yanlide

[Mi'(CNA r, + ArINC -[Mo(CNA r), 1 2* (5) ligand. Bulk electrolysis at +0.8 V in thle presence ot
2-fold and 20-fold excesses of the ligand produced

Schecme 1. Note: reaction (4) may wett be solvent assisted; an 80',, and 96%c Yield of the seven-coordinate species
denotes an unstable and highty reactive species that has with 1.7 and 2.0 electrons removed, respectively.

not been detected electrochemically. Voltamimetric procedures were utilized in deterrmn-

at ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 loe eprtrs e 00 Ing tisat the first oxidationi (step I1) was unaffected
greater atlwrtmeauei .I152-3-0s by this IrlLrease in hgand concentration. Clearly then.

-and t-40 -24 h. Our attempts to isolate analyti- step (5) dominates, essentially to the exclusion of
calvpue MoCxyylI F6 usn [Ths~~)- steps (3) anid (4), when excess isocyanid e ligand is

FelI PF, as the oxidant have niot yet been successful. added. This simple mechanism accords with previotis
In conitrast to the reversibility of the + 1/0couple. synthetic results which showed [81 that the chemical

attempts to generate the divalent [Mio(CNxylyl), 2 * oxidation (using NOPF6) of NI(CNPhh, (M = Mo or
cation are thwarted by its rapid decomposition. W) in thle presence of excess PhNC can give high
Upon bulk electrolysis of solutions of 'vo(CNxylYt)6  preparative yields of [\I(CNPl-I (PF,) 2 .
at +0.80 V, -1.50 equivalents of electrons are con-

*sunmed: subsequent voltamnmetry of the Solution Akoldetet
showed that thle only electrochemlically-active Akoldeet
produIct is [M\o(CNxYIyI)b] 2. and that it is formed in Support of' the National Science Foundation

~7%yield. Its electrochemnical properties are repre- (Grant No. ClIE82-061 17 to R.A.W.) is gratelully
sentative of this class of complex as a whole atid acknowledeied. We thank Dr. Charles J. Camleron and
resemble very closely thle behavior of [Mo(CN1h)j I* Kay A. Conner for experimental advice and

*.as reported previouIsly in ref. 8*. This coulometric assistance.
Measurement clearly implies that thle putative, coordi-
niatively unsaturated [MIo(CNx% Vlyl,1 2 * ion SCaVerIVeS
for xvyl NC to cive the stable seven-coordinate dica- References
tion arid, as a consequence, a portion of thle miolyb- I(aP.M rihlndGJ.LsticeIoe Iim,
denumn containing-spectcs is sacrificed. This conver- I()P .Tece n .J senahr oe 'e'.
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Electrochemistry Studies of [Ir(p-pz)(COD) 12 in Halocarbon
and Acetonitrile Solutions. Solvent Control of Sequential
Electron-Transfer Thermodynamics

David C. Boyd. Gary S. Rodman, and Kent R. Mlann*

U ~ ~~~Contribtion firm the Deportnien ol Cht'mislr'. Lnicersilrv of,%Minnesota. inap/s
31titiflsota 55455. Received Septemnber 3., 985

A4bstract: Electrochemical studies of [Irlo-pz)ICOD)J2 Gu-pz =bridging pyrazolvl. COD =I.5-c~ecooctadieneI in halocarbon
and CII,CN solutions have been completed. In CII,C], solutions, the cyclic voltammogram (CV') of [Ir(,U-p7zCOI)l. exhibits
two, thermodsnimcalls distinct one-electron oxidations. The first oxidation is quasi-reversible (E?', = +0)4.24 in (ILC0-!TB\ *If;
TBAII = tetra-pi-butslamnmonium hexalluorophosphate). Ei 0 is nearly independent of supporting anion (PF,-. (104. and
AsF-). The second oxidation is chemically, irreversible. The position of E,, for the second oxidation is variable due to complexation
of [Ir(,u-pz)(CODlJ: 2 with the supporting anion. Er., occurs at +0.963. +1.280, and +1.383 V with C10 4 . PF,;. and *.sF,-

--- -as the supporting anion. Bulk electrolysis at potentials positive of the quasi- reversible oxidation results in the removal of 2.0
-- . (1) electrons. A* slow reaction on the 6V time scale occurs between [lr(MU-pz)(COD)]2+ and Cll.Cl, to form an l 1 lrt -containing

product. The addition of CII,CN to CHCl, solutions of [Ir(i-pz)(COD)J2 causes the second electrode process to shift it)
less positive potentials. The first wave does not shift. At ICH13CNI 2.0 M, the second wave merges with the first to give
a single feature that corresponds to a net two-electron process. The wave corresponding to this two-electron process also shifts
toward negative potentials with increasing [CF-1 CN]. In neat C11 3CN/TBAH solutions, the two-electron oxidation proces
occurs at +0.262 V. Bulk electrolysis in neat CH 3CN solutions at potentials positive of the 2-electron process results in the
removal of 2.0 ( I) electrons. The observed shifts in electron-transfer thermodynamics arise from the strong complexation
of tswo CII,CN ligands with the two-electron oxidized [lr(uI-pz1(COD)J 22 complex. The potential for net two-electron-transfer
chemistry from the lowest excited state of [Ir(Mu-pz)(COD)12 is discussed in terms of a modified Latimer diagram.

- -In recent Nears, we have been interested in the photophysics. Table 1. Potentials Measured for the Oxidations of
hotochemnistry', and electrochemistry of binuclear transit ion-metalI [Ir(,U-p7)(COD)J, and FeCp2 in Halocarbon Solutions as a Function
_)mplexes that contain d'-d' chromophores.'~ The major thrust of Supporting Electrolyte
fthese investigat ions has been to design and study' systems that solvent /

re capable of excited state multielectron-transfer reactions. supporting FeCp,*
Ul1ctrochemical rstudies'b of a RhiRhi system. Rh idinmenYi,2 anion E, 0  E,) 1 .j F~~

Jimen = I ,8-diisocsanomenthanc). have indicated that the ground TfCl:, TBAIO\1, +0.473 +0.963 +0.849 +0.505
tate is in equilibrium with the two-electron oxidized fiorm at glassy CIl.Cl1,,TI..VPF, +0.424 +1_280) +0,46.0
arbon electrodes. The removal of' the second electron is ther- ClII.CI. TB..\ 'p[i +0.418 + 1.18 +1.080 +0.470
iodsnamical more favorable than the first due to large increases CIVOk TB..'A.sF'- +0420) + 1, 3 0 +0447
1 the strength of Rh-Rh and axial Rh-I. bonding in the RhilRhit Formal potential for the [ITJpr1-pCOD))V llrITM-p~CD1
tale relative to the Wit " "Rh"i 2' state. couple. 'Anodic peak potential for the oxidation of I lrlMu-pz(O)l.*

In homogeneous solutions. JIr(m-pz)(COD)I. (,u-pz. = bridging to [Irbpu-pzllCOD)J2. -Ca thodic return peak potential for the re-
'yrazolsl. COD = I .5-cvelooctaidiene) exhibits oxidation chemnistry duction of [IrlMu-pz)ICODl. to [lr(ii-p1)mC0Dfl.,. 'Obserssd po-
imilar to i.it of Rhidimnen l4 and other Rh.(diis;ocvano- tetttial for the I e(l,/ IseCp, couple.

*~ ~ ~ ~~~la , caios ExiainO the binuclear species in 1.2- Bukletoseweepromdb btitnt-itneheecod

xidation of the irt core with concomhint addition of one ligatid for the glas carbon electrode in the c'ell described',ihose I mcii ,'cep

.each resulting' In!l center an I the formation 01 an lririi bond.") voltairtritir I.SV) "~as utilized siib a p~rostic graiphitie rotatiit! disk
l,':c rectios 'sre sggesed o ocur troug theintemedicy lectriste i RI)l ) W ine Instruniettsi oi Arci ii 51 cim- to iiii the)-e eacionr siestcato orm u and uv thbeeu ntert-colla cliarictcristic i % 1: curses under %sirious cxrrerimititui .iI04 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b 0I1,crn,-isthtfran usqet clistoIh-;iceinit rile. diA'~irontthjne. .ZdPlriiii~ : .- ,,.-

S*. ig tlci,: f, ic oi a .,olvcnt cage. Jacksoni an.itd supportinge clecti-olstcs ietrabultll.,iiomii Lm atii
WVe tios report the result, of elect roche mical studies that in-

itcate that frl-i(C ) is capable (if biith thertniol~nani-
:all% distinguishable one-electron-transfer reactitont,, i nd. tinder (1) Mann, K. R . I e~ i%. N S . %I ~s~k1"K. N \I . I r" in. 1) K .Illiii.
li)lierent experimental conditions. a ,tiple, ntictwso-clectrin process niond. 6 s . iris. it It J -Ini ( Item S,,, 14". wj,.'

tabli/d b IrIr"and10-. bnd ormtio. 2) %Iiskossski V M . %iann. K R .6(ris. 11 It. \Iilcr. N.) I .iii1uiiiid.
tahilized~~~~~~~ blririadr1 -. bnfotii. ,S . Rs~s-n. 1) H J m( hA V, W9 I '01; 4 Is

* I . . ~ . i3i ( Iis It N is,isssk. % % . \,Uler. ', . mI t 1 P'. \1.Aptrimental Scion A Nk . Buiihr. .) 1) *i lticlicr. %5 I . Ni.I %% . Mtrin. K R /.Ianil
Ssirtheis. I lrl.-p'II(C)1lu-pl = brideinL 0D~hll.I(I R'iirki in //,,-owioni t ata' oi. I Utus. \I . I d .'ruirl \cN"k
-c sc ss.!,1,enei %is %snthe,iied h\ the iitt , Iti'it: l ~ \I~ l
l.IcirKlemical Mecasuremetnt%. \11 elect roc hein ic. I especrinicris "sere 4(ri.IIt\IiiiKH.IcisN .1i,.IS.I rio H1

:rIrir'e %kith t 14 \S 1(10 cletricheiicil ils/er 1,i ( hem S, , 147X, V, h .14
-li, %,)t irmicr% i: id nlrocou,)netr it ) % rc er- ki,=swki, % \1 . \ibinver G, I , kliver. K S. I 1,i iii Is,

-lied it k '.'ith a nrma~r~l ire-electrmle ontwur,itwrii -,n. i Mirm. K R . Ir.s\. I I It Idi ( h, s*t N, , -

ttinv oi .i hslN polished !1a-isssc,o-ton-disk ,rkmeii elecirie 1 1 I 'i \1.iurii. k R . I.ir~iri-in, 1t S i,,,i ( hc I9XI ~
0'. i r lr atv id .1 \v( I \L! elcrence eIltrode LOn.11iiiine 1 i) %1 K( I Xi 1.1 1 S.n k, I) 1?. 1 i I~' I) . %%sh I '. 1"' (;T ,

Ire %orkne cwip~rrimcnt oi the ehectrobenricii tsell %s.is sepiried rnim i hi Rhodtes 'I H .1um. K R Iri', ( h, if 14144 1
ec reterence iormra~rt irent h% .i ririi te,) I uusruin ctipil l.i\ \11 th Iree I nlois. 1P 1) ,5 \% s (- In,,rj I 19X5, :'4. 12
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phosphate (TBAHl). tetra butola mmonium perchlorate (TBAP) (South- Table 11. Summary of (lr(,u-pz)(COD)J2 CV Behavior in
western Anal~tical C hemicals, Inc.), and tetrabutvlantmonium hexa- C1C1CICNMxue
fluoroarsenate tTBAIHA)I2 were used without further purification.

Flo; trohote solutions were prepared and stored over 80-200-mesh case solution characteristici CV characteristics
activated alumina (Fisher Scientific Coi.) or activated 4-A molecular A ICII,CNJ/Ir(A-pz)(COD)izl :5 2; three waves: P'
sieves prior to use in the experiments. In all cases, working solutions were 0 < [CII,CNI < 10 mM: independent of
prepared b% recording background cyclic voltammograms of 25.0 mL of [lr(ju-pz)(COD)J2  5 mM IClI,CNJ; Ep., at
the electrol-.Ie solution before addition of the complex. The working 1.28 V gradually
compartment of the cell was bubbled with solvent-saturated argon to disappears while the
deaerate the solution, current of Er., atUPotentials are reported vs. aqueous AeCI/Ag and are not corrected +0.849 V gradually
for the junction potential. To allow future corrections and the correlation increases with an
of these data with those of other workers, we have measured the E0' for increase in [CIfICNI
the ferrocenium, ferrocene couple' under conditions identical with those B 1CI{,CNJ/1Elr(JA-p7)(COD)1.1 > 2, two quasi-reversible

-. used for the Ir complex. These values are given in Table 1. In I~rt-p7)ICOD)12I = 0.5 m.M; waves; E- 'ndepen-
CIIICN/TBA.X, E ' = +0.410 V. The standard current convention is [C[ICNI < 0.2 M dent of [CIICNI;
used (anodic currents are negative), E21 1 shifts to less

The iR compensation circuit available on the BAS-100 was not used positive potentials
in any of the electrochemical studies. Rather, the effects of uncompen- with an increase
sated cell resistance were assessed for the LSV studies at the RDE by in [CF13CNI
determining the LSV response for FeCpz. The slopes of the E vs. log l(4.[ C 1[H 3CN]J/[[Ir(g.-pz)(COD)J2J >> 2; single 2e- wave;

01 )(i - i,Il plots"' for the oxidation of FeCp, were 0.092 and 0.067 I[Ir(pu-pz)(COD)J2] = 0.5 m-M; the wave gradually
-- V for CIICl,,,TBA1I and CH 3C%*/TBAII solutions, respectively. 2.0 M < [CHCNI < 19.9 M shifts to less positive

Data Hlandling. Digital data collected on the BAS-100 electrochem- potentials with an
*ical system were down loaded to a Zenith- 1SO microcomputer. All data increase in ICHICN1

analyses were performed by utilizing the commercially available LOTtJ-
S-i23 computer program.T

Sequential Additions of C113CN. Sequential additions of neat U

CHI,CN/TBAH. 0.76 or 1.9 M CH 3CN/TBAH in Cl-lCl,/TBAH.
were made with a microliter syringe. Analysis of the data assumed that A I....11
the quasi-reversible CV waves observed for the various conditions studied +1.500 +1.0 '*.5 +0. '0. '5o .0 -s .Eco

approximated true Nernstian conditions. We believe that the successful
* fitting of experimental data to predicted linear relationships justifies this

assumption.
Case A. (The cases are summarized in Table 11.) Data were ana-

lyzed by using

log l.(complexed / (uncomplexedl) = p log (CH 3CN1 + logKI (I)

where

log (fcomplexedJ/[uncomplexedi log ()/I i .i)J (2) +1.50 *5++ 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5C0

log ICF13CNI = log ([CH,CN~ddW~ - p[complexedj) (3)

i,, limiting anodic peak current for the oxidation of [Ir(M-pz)=

(COD)I:+ that grows in when CII ,CN is added
(CV experiment; = 100 mV/s.,

EtUOLTI
=anodic peak current at a given CII 3CN concentration

Figure 1. Cyclic voltammograms (v =100 mV/s) at a stationary glassy
Icomplexedi = J[lr(gu-pz)(COD)j.(CH ,CN), 2+ carbon electrode of 0.80 mM~ (Ir(,u-pz)(COD)J2 in CH 2CI4/TBAH.

Curve A results from "moist- conditions; curve B results after addition

[uncomplexedl = [[lr(si-pz)(COD) 2
2 *] of activated 4-A molecular sieves followed b5miof stirring.

J[IIr(uA-p7)(COD)J .(ClI,CN ),2*1
K, = (4) T

[[IrJA~z.)(OD),,2J[C~,CNIPI
(ae . Data were analNyzed by usin?. eq 5" where E,., is the :tnodic

@1 peik potecntijltor the second oxioation wave. E,, -' ( L~e formial po-
ieiii lr i hercrc e -f eq 7. A, A.is the overall Ftorm .; yr ,,isiani for x ..- 6 .1.0

eqiibriumi 2i . and q is the total number ot CII ,C N ig.inds ti, urd by
he t ,,-e ci ron ox idi/ed form

E = f, (2 311 nf-llog A',A, + q log JCII,CNJI +
(_E1_+ A~ucto + 0.029) (5)

The nest two -i A trm, in eq s.ire contributions to the intercept that
irise tri t ;.irivc, in .1,,lt,n cnervo, inid )unctioni potential. The list
tern coirrev th r e hi side qt thec eout ion to correspond to thle ainodic E I CLTI

* ~~~peik P."ivrin1i \11 0,Ittisin toet.Aii r lr-Lontaiining sp'ecies ire I~tr .(ci ~lamirmI-~ Vs i isainr ras

* ~ ____________________________ crbon electrode oil 0 27 ittN llr'o/)( 011)], in (I l('N/ TBItl.
I1:1 Shrcn. J I . liimtt, %I tM \ann, K K In.rg thenm 1983,

- ,()4u7 assumned to) he idenItticail. Iotd ovii plex.iIiton of (11 ;(' ho s the one-electron
itI I i iwnc. H R ls', il t -,,nksI ( Inori hei 1480O. oxidized t,irinii s .ssuiid ne~i,~ible se cce sults ,ind Di)scussion section).

l-)ooo e,4 4, Results and Discussion
~iHt tI lkerI Ib ihe,, d5trhj X ,- he cli ltttti'rtsifI IrI a-p/ l(COIj in dro,

ii 1 r ibt. -0( CIrer', 1t. 1(~~ _I I" HAe I~e.iuA 1(1 CHIA\ I I .1 m ter.i -t-but olaitiontutim iexatlutro-

,iisC~,,.rto, i hI. $ I~t'niK M cn! 1 1, J 1,,I phosplthitct .Id I I I It \I I .tre SIUM~ 11In I ic'ure. II B and 2.
4, 9", -1 't "'1fsclyl
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Lax a 060

0~ 058
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I~ 054.

-1.5 '1 .0 +0.5 .0 D.O. 0 52

0 50.

0 -6

0 12

0 420

0 A0

0 58

T 0O..'

so -050 050 1.50

.1,000 +~ 0.5 +0.0 Figure 4. Plot of potential (E) vs. log jl~ii - 010(i, ) for the first
oxidative electrode process exhibited by a 0.75 mM solution of jI rl,-
p7ll(CODlI: in CH ' Cl,/TBAtI. t,, and , , arc the limiting cathodic and
anodic currents observed in the 1.SV (Figure 3A) obtained at a p~ro]Ntic
graphite Rt)F %ith 10II 47 rad, s and v mV, mjs. Experimental
points are presented as squares. *rhe least-squares line has slope=
+0)072 V and intercept = +o.439 V.

after electrolvsis indicated that a chemical reaction, slow on the
E ROLT I CV time scale, had occurred to produce an Ir0110i compound. The

Figure 3. (A) Plot of the LSV (current Wi vs. potential (E)) at a pyro- electronic spectrum of this species produced by bulk electrolysis
lyti graphite RDE w)' = 52.36 rad/s: v = 21) mVis) of a 0.83 mM at potentials positive of the n =I electrode process is ncarlv
solution of [Ir(M-p7l(COD)12 in CH2.CIJTBAH. (B) Plot of the I SV idnca thhepbsedlcrocsetumoteCI.l
(current W1 vs. potential (E))I at a pyrolyvtic graphite RDF. (,c 10.47 idanticae aditionh prolsduct. trni [spe~z) ctrum of thC(C1

ra':v=I mV/s) of a 0.27 mM solution of [tr(ji-p)hCO0)I. in oiaieadto rdc.[rl-z(O~2CIC(l
CIII/TBA Th-omto lato-electron. oxidative addition p roduct from

the IIr(AA-pz)(COD))ii species formed via the n = I electrode
Two oxidation processes are observed in the CII.CI. solution. reaction may have mechanistic implications in the previously

while a single process is observed in Cl-I CN solutions. The studied photoehemical oxidative addition of CII.CI, to [Irja-
*behavior of [Ir(,u-pz)(CODfl, in Cl-bCl, solutions will be discussed p7l(C0D)j2.'' More detailed studies to determine the organic

I irst. products and the mechanism of this reaction under elect rochemicalI
[Ir(,u-pz)(COD)J7 in CH.,C'l Solutions. In earefully dried conditions will be reported in a separate study.

CII,CI./TBAIH solutions, two oxidative electrode processes occur The second electrode process that occurs at E,,, =+ 1.29 V (1&-
beween 0.0 V -and the ssvilvcnt limit (- 2.0 V'I. The first pToces is the- anodic peak potential) in CII.C1,/TIIAI solution is not
occurs at +0.424 V and corresponds to a one-electron process chemically reversible (i~j/1 ., - 0 at j, 100 mV/s) but again
(~ipjiv = 1.00 ± 0.02. AE = 148 mV at v = 100 mV/s). A corresponds to a one-electron electrode process on the CV titne
potential step experiment from 0.0 to 0.8 V yielded a linear scale. A potential step from 0.0 to + 1.5 V ::cross both one-electron
(correlation coefficient = 0.9999) Anson plot (llvs. t')1 with oxdtnsn npo ihsop f59 '0
a slope of 29.6 C/s' 2 for 1.22 mMl [Irlju-pz)(COD)j,. From the times that observed for the 0.0 to +0.8 V step across onlv the first
slope, a value of nfl' of 3.19 X 10-V cm/s''2 was obtained. A wave. The analysis of the LSV-RDS curve Lives a linear plot
calculation'" of the diffusion coefficient from the molecular volume of E vs. log 1(i - i)/(i - ji.)I with slope = +0.096) V and intercept
and the Stokes-Einstein equation gave D = 1.03 x 10-5 cm 2/s. of +1.26 V.
in excellent agreement with the experimentally determined value Some degree of chemical irreversibilitN in the electrochenticalI
D = 1.02 X 10-5 cm 2/s if n is assumed to be 1. response of other d'-d' sxstems has been previousls, noted.' As

As a further indication of the nature of the electrode process, before, the chemical irreversibility is due to the rapid addition
the LSV was obtained at the RDF wkith iv I mV/s and w= 10.47 of solvent mnolecules or supporting anions to the ends of the doubly
rad is (Figure 3A~). The plot of E vs. log -i)/(i - i)](where oxidi~ed binuclear unit:

and ij are the limitiria cathodic and anodic currents. re- [lr(X1-p7l(CU)fl --- C + [lr(u-p7l(('0lj, (6)
04 ,~~pcctivcel- ho,.%n in [-icre 4 is linear and iields arn intercept

I.0') of +0.439~ V and a slope iif 0.1)-2 V. The deviation of the [I r(,u-p/ ICO), . e + [ Ir(,-p, l(COl): (7)
- . lope from the 0.01)57 V expected for a perfectly Nernstian system jIrlgpp)(CO).,-* + 2X - [lr(,u-pi)(CODlJ.X, (8)

is co~nsistent %%ith some uncompensated cell resistance and the valuec
-f n i 0 192 V determined fur the feCp.'* couple under identical The position and reversibility of Er., for the sconid oxidation

condtios. %If f te dta ae cnsitentwit a uasirevrsile, is very sensitive to the supporting anion and the presence of other
*one-electron desig'nation for this electrode process, thesend oxId0atn. 1,N) and 'Fl for the psto If for s

B ulk electrols sis at +01.6 V (positive of' the first one-electron thseodxiaon/-'I "ndE fr cp*Iepsa
prcs)oftaeul dried solutions of I lr(ta-p7l(CODlJ1, in either funct ion of the supporting anion are given. The shifts, reported

CI (I.,/TB.., IorII T.XPgvanivluof20 and fo /,, are tio large to he the result of junction potential chanives.
resulted in the fiirnmation of red solutions. CV's of these solutions Intepsncof(l amreordninainthii'F

E.,occurs at +0).963 V anid iTi j 0.55 at v=1010 mV /s.
while in the presence of' Ash5 1 occur-. it + 1. 383 V. The

116 Ha l.rd. . I . F juikner. 1. R LUmsgroshenmalmer,'hods; wiles New relative stahili.'ation of I rI AA-p7 11(01))I1 b% \ I( (o, > I'!-.,
% ~~~York. 

inatin pblti. 
It i(11)' ( .mculaiied itlues for the diffusion coctficients of Fr p i(11 > Asih5 I is in the order of their coordiitngbii Iti

were,,htmncd lr'mr the *stobs-lmnsicin esiuaimin 1) jcm si= ,) 10 )-
iRIf 6Tr \, %i here R vais constant. I = ibsolute temperature. , = in- ( ' l 10, ,t .' and most rcceni tl . ha ie ill fen Mito
ecui.,r radius Icm). ti %oisein % iscosiiv i Pi..intl \i .lg.idro's number. form complexes: %latield. It 1. 6 ,ull. W. I J ( her, \S- 19,1t. Y
Ihe mileculir raius. r, %ais estinimitedi to bet 4 IMI X 10 ' cm hiseiton the And tlersh. W. If J Atm ( hepp S,, 1994 /0'. 44,9 On the hai- the
,bsered 1imolevumir %ilumeC titken irm crssial structure da.ta in e acidities ii HM'., and IFlsI ., ihei. mering it -coordinaioni thtlit% hoitsi

'~sestsvlusii421XIi nd345XIi o 11 aind Ift((N be ( 10, > IT, > As,(. ( ifford. A~ I eah. iv..l It fV M J
%ere emploied. Infirg. Awul he-n, 1957.
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Scheme 1. Direct 2c Trrnsfer

%[IrOA-pi)(COD)], - Ir(g-p/)(C0), 2 1 + 2e rate determining step (10)

lIr(xt-pi)(COD)1,-* + qCtl,CN -llt-pO )D o.ICN)> rapid. followking step I

Scheme IL Hailf Regenreration

lIr(ss-p/.)(COD)l2 - Ir(AA-pt)(COD)J2* + e (12)

I Ir(A-p/))(Ofl)J* + qC(1ICN flr(pu-pz)(COD)JkCI I,CN ), (13)

[Iki -pi O(COD)] iCtICN),* + JIr(4u-p,)(COD)l . -= [lr(m-pz))(OD) J(CII ,CN (, + llr(MivO,(COD)l 2  (1 41

Scheme Ill. Sequential le- Transfer

[lr(AA-pz)(COD)l. [lr(A-pz)(COD)l., + e (I)
[Ir(MA-pz)COD)l:' +I qCI13CN - lIr(g-p)(CO'D)I:(Cll3CNY()

lrs-pi)CD1.C~ I* lr(,.i-p7)(C()D)J2(CI-IiCN),:> + e (17)

interestine to note that Er',, for the quasi- reversible first process Chronocoulometrv experiments conducted on 0.27 mM solutions
is nearix invariant to changes in supporting anion when allowance with a potential step from +0.0 to +0.5 V gave a linear Anson
for junction potential changes is made. The small changes that plot with a slope of 14.7 C/s",2 for a 1.0-s step. From this slope.

*do occur are most lik-,lv due to small changes in the relative a nD"i value of 7.1 X 10-' cm/s'!2 is obtained. The Stokes-
* solvation energies for th neutral, reduced form or weak, ion- Einstein equation predicts"7 a value of D for C113CN solutions

pairing interactions w~ith the unipositive. one-electron oxidized of 1.25 X 10-5 cm 2/s. With the assumption that n = .an ex-
form."' perimental value ofDof 1.26 X 10-5 cm-/s is calculated, in

The strong complexing ability of [lr(AL-pz,)(COD)1.22 is further excellent agreement with the theoretical estimate.
*illustrated byl the appearance of CV's in the presence of water. Bulk electrolysis (BE) of the orange CII ,CN solution results

%ftllirmoiar amounts of water in these CHCL, solutions"i cause in a color chan'ge to yellow with concomitant removal of two
large shifts in the position of E~ and change the chemical re- electrons per [ Ir(ju-pz)(COD)12 unit. Addition of slightly, more
versibility of the 2/'1 couple. Figure I shows the CV of [Ir(ms- than 2 equiv of benzyltriethylammonium chloride to the .ellow

*pzt(COD)]. in -moist" CI12 C12/TBAI-I solution (I A) followed solution results in an instantaneous color change to a yellow-browni
*by addition of activated 4-A mnolecular sieves ( I B). With water solution, which has identical UV-vis spectral features to the

in the solution. E,, is shifted to less positive potentials (+0.931 previously characterized'0 binuclear Ir0I1) compound tlrija-
N ) and the coupled return peak E, is quite evident. Under these pz)(CODICl.
moist- conditions, the peak current ratio i~i.,approaches 1 .0 All of these experiments are consistent with the occurrence of

-... and A.1E is 1034 mV. suggestive of quasi-reversible behavior. As a net 2e- oxidation of [Ilr(ju-pz)(COD)]. in acetonitrile solutions
*the solution is stirred and the 4-A sieves drN the solution. c on the CV. CC. and BE time scales. Several different mechanisms

-- gradually, decreases and E~shifts to the position reported for -dry- can lead to the observation of a net two-electron process in CV,
conditions in Table 1. CC. LSV-RDE, and BE experiments. but only mechanisms

The changes in the CV produced by the presence of small consistent with the experimental data need be considered.
amounts of w~ater are consistent with rapid and reversible comn- Mechanisms") that meet these criteria are direct two-elcron
plexation of water by the t~o-electron oxidized form: transfer at the electrode (E). first-order half regeneration [ C).

:+ and two sequential, one-electron transfers with an interceding
[Ir(M-p/)(C0D)I.'* + qfH.O [- Ir()4-p7)(COD)J2(II.O),~ chemical step ([CE). The most likely nuances of these possible

(9) mechanisms are outlined in Scees I-I11, with step 13 First-order
and rate-determining.

-This description tif the effect of ssatcr is favored over one that The invariance of the CC n value of 2 over the rainge of step-
insokes the caitaiI'is of the anion coniplexation / dccomplexat ion timnes available ss ith our equipment (20 is to I s) requirc. tiat

*equilibrium because %%iter effeCtS CII -Cl solutions of the other any reactions rreceiie -or at tie rate-limit~ tep ar ,tt.c
suppoting anioins in .a simlilar ki' nid t.1e aiJtI:: to . of (,II;CN th'mlieodlm. ,, Ile The I, %iu.fl ;s ue u

tho millisecon 1imde int-. has. ar anp~o. eafffct.s uls u
to (I C. ,otitons( id itra hasan nalgouseffet.ineclanisiss that are second-order wkith respict to

I Ir(U-pz)((OI) F in CI (N Solutions. A single oxidattive (COI) 2 or its comnplexes.' Specificall-s ia rate-dctertniminc
r, K:css is obscrvcd thctxieen (1.0 V and the solvent limit in the CV'~ step invoksing the classical second-order disprloportionation of the

lor() 0 nIIi-p/)(C0),i CII CN /TB.XII solutions form
I I coure 2, at L" = +1) 262 V. The process shows at high decree
(,of chenmal rcIversibilit% I i1jl,, = I1.00) ± 0.05) (in the range of 2[IIr) A-p/(01)0) I*
,ai rites studied \t scan rates of 100 niV s, AE:, = 36 niVJ It-p (O)) + [I Inta-p, 0 (0) I. (110

much-A I I% thin the 5, nil. especteil for at Nernistian I e electrode
proces, \ii I S% scan obta inted at the RDlIl for a 0.27 ilN I (0 circeielse~C ch nta tpIses npeiittt

rI 3 \ I ,I Iolt ioI)n i ( I itmVi s ,i n d 10 = 1(.7 r.l~ '5 d s inivhiiii then is I e + Ir I I;'* + c I \ brief ii,ki-ion
*shoiin in I itunre 113 I lie plot of [< %s. log It 0 '(t i. fl for ,It ci cc shric.il reactions hive on ( Vad t esperiimenis 11isr1 to unit

this I S% 1<-h~ > +0) 22 N(has a slope olt +0,(46 11,. and i1n in Bard. A5 J ,liuilmier. 1. R \kd1 n:at(ia ilcs \es% N irk.

inter~ept ot +0l 'N(( \ The mttgnititide tit the sliope is cotnsistent 195(. PI, 42 4X5 1 isi pipers that discu-s lie citcci tit I c aind I (I

-Ait h .mt t i-elc t croil elect ri id process. miles tanisinis in I. ', esperitnenis hate been vubhlihe i d, I. ttueint.
J1 \51 ... m iniu h~t ciat (he 1 14"; imii N ~ . 10 tismi

itistin1, '1.\,i t . Nakeint. .1 \51 tb ir n t a 14tI79
-1 io.i, Il n lues are iiiii it c\ ile nvsetm enis I i I I W Iiti

I Il ,Il th L 1,n-i 1 iter i n dih Irrnet m ne is ritisiricol I, h~e iI insms \kherC c t .ii' iiiL! step mr the iransicr ,It he .cciit citiron is

O, .~ ,it i ' 1 tiurtKk & , , ,ks'n -1, , er (ruide~ I I iii represent' In *.ri lci 1,s .I scs''ni-rier priccss in ti, siw n I *N. CCt f::i'e
.r~rs ',, . Ii 1 I si I ha ii.t -utiins h.ise %i tier cif l . -, tr~ji i -dii i t iPmitri. Itird. '5 I t1 \tItsci ticiker \sc,

t cii *r,, onscenir.otwni ' p. I P'' 1 '49
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Figure 6. Plot of log l~complexedl/luncomnple'.edll vs,. lov jltCNI for
teseq~uential adtoof.9MCiI,CN/TBAJI in (I * CI, /B T H to

aI 94 tnit soluItt Ion, of IIr (u -p7) CO D)I i:1n C I 1,Cl1 /TKAFI -,~ for the
co mpl exed fo rm of I I r (i- P7) (COD12 wa s u sed to comnputIe Icompl ife x-

o ~.o ~ dta uncoinplexedl (see LExpertmiental Section). C~clic voltamnmetric
+o .4. .oo.5 daaere obtained at I- 00 mV/s. Experimental points arefpresented

asquares. The least-squares line has slope 1.02 and intercept =2.hif.
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Figure 5. Cisci c voltinmetric Scans measured for 25 mL of a 0.77 m%1 -10 2.80 -2.1Z 200 -1.60 -1 20 -080o

solution of I In ri pioC 0l)1 in I .2-dichloroethane:,TBI..\I at a1 vtlassv g0.,olll

carbon electrod1e All cselic %oltaimmograms usere recorded at 20 i1%, 's Figure 7. Plot of E2] "vs. lop [Cli, 1 Nl for the sequential aidditionm
i 0 1Aul of added CllCN'TBAlL (B) 1(0 0 L of added 0).76 %1 CIIC toa05m ouinu tiup/(J)I n'f I I

cillc (N TBAHI. (C) 2uA. ofa.dded neat CIIICN 'TB~.-\ (D) 100 "1 slevituiierc aaueeotie iu = i~ -'pniii!i
0f adided neat CHI (N T \if. (F) 2100) pl- of added neat C'tICN /'

T 1 .ltPoints ire represented as square,. Itfe lcast-squares huei Ila,* sot~e
TBNH -0.124 V and intereept =+0.462 V.

is ruled out. The plot (eq I)I of log I complexedj I [Iuncornplexcdf 1!]s,1
The elect richem ica I data are compatible with all three schemes. u[c1i( CN laid - PICOmipiexedil igtre h) -,ives in excellenit

but mnechanismis anailoious to Scheme I (direct 2e transfer) havec straight line %%ith a slope of 1.02 and 'intercept'of '.6"SI .ie Slope
not been verified for other sxses h ifretaino h gives directli. the value for p in equilibrium 1I 1. ie titercept
remaining tw'o Schemtes reqtuires additional experimental results,. ste qa ootA .X A ~ 1'.Prtr iss

[lr(0a-pi)((Ol)) f in M1ixed Cii -(1/Cit UN Solutions. Ad- impiortith.. tte quasi-reversible nature of the %%ave: in'.il tile
ditioin of CIVIL ( to CI 11,C], solut ions of, I r(pu-pz)(C0D)J2 causes coitiplexed txko-electron oxidi/ed fo' rm and tile dcterminitiotin of
in intrireti ngi Series tiit lia nes Io occur in the C.V expertimlenit. K, for equilibriumi I19 enables an estima~te of- thle h& I + i) OiS

0 e ident ifI' thiree dis inet Sets of CV1 behavior as illustrated in V to be miade for eq 20.
- .Ta v .;L 11.

(ae T. fie s t ep\% Ise add iti n oif su beq uiv alIent a troutift s of' e + I Ir~ p-p/ )(COI)) j*. jrI p-p/ ((()l) II (21(1
* . (IIIL( N to a 40)4 til -1 ution of fir) p-p)(C0OD)j in (ll .CI.
- results in the heha'. or labeled A\ in Table 11. With each addition Case B. The results of further Sequential idditin otit CI (I(

.,t ( 11, (N ito the Solution, L, a t + I. 28 V for the second chemr- aiclotsothe 11.77 iare silutin inI lrp) 1C )f i 1.2-'
* ~~~c~iii' irrev~ersible oxidaition Lraiduall, dhecreaises in intensity, :itd dihrotan T.IIieso' titliue (-1i=2)

*I nes\ . qjuasi-res ersihle %k'ave ouiSs into tilie (V iti1 at +,o X49 mV sN). .\dititin iufC (I C\ I igure Ial of .iilulei (I1 1N
'it i-=10 Itll i" . An .tna luts chianse icutrs in I )( j 9A ITH I causes the %%,I\ve due to t lie miore posit i\ e clect rode proces C,, t itt

* sli~lutioinS LIS ihliiueil in Iieure .\and 411. This beha'. or I, to tiiire nettative potentials. uslitlc tie )ir-t u'..i'e does tiot hIill
I urtlier miicroliter adliijoilsof (i ( o the olwimi ltj ilise

indi.itiiue .) itroni, reversihle euuitplc\.ilion of the tsso-clectron
iixidi/ed binuclear coml~plex: imure puisitise \%;ise to hlt titli it oisert.;kes and iiri'ts I 'I ure

1): t1lt id. of tadied ( I1(I %kitih the 1(instuss ti !,iSc -i sirtic
irt~-s' ((Dl + kkaI -5.i'e lease k ) iih AL, = 1260 rA . ind peaik tirretis Lr i.init

lrlo-p,l)H(()i I I I,( N 19) fur either it [the tssui. one-electron \kuases otiisrsi~ci ti tlit
diehlorict hutic Bilhs I I urther diutltiliis uit S ,Illse Iel

\k11 til i usuipt! ii1 11i.t The pcak .uutnit. I of the ties. 'is mncit \\.i lo shairven I I cure I Au . i\.l it tei
5 at~i~isneic t the s ofccfltt.ttiof 1)Lii'el !'AoSi.Llrun (IV ( N '100)1') .1 ad continue itie -hillt ii more riciie

wiii/etl i-lti : ir ti.L The r tio lt -- ciiii d 1lto iwiLmiteil potetitil1S
ssuc.srlt ,/l'Ll hiiiii,!Cr _a 11.' 'tU!vtii:itf .1, I ttiuitioii 'ln.ilssi, il moilre (-\tlSiSc ( IL hitAiultitiu !-n a cotuici i.ji

- re t: lit N'wo .ahitii errtieriltksith I 1 .,Sl-isit -ekclrit [,r 1Pic 1( 11t
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range %,here two discrete waves aire present was made according
to eq 5 (Experimental Section). The plot of E. for the second l2

2. ave vs. log ICtICN I is shown in Figure 7. This plot gives a -0.768 -1.6 36 20
straight line licorrelation coefficient = 0.9787, slope = -0. 124 V.
and intercept = +0.462 V). The slope of this line is indicative +0.100 +0.424
of the overall reversible bindine of 2.1 ± 0.1 CILCN ligands to 2r+ + _________the tvho-electron oxidized binuclear complex, because the one- 2Ir
electron oxidized complex does not bind CIICN to an appreciable +0.262

[rA-zCO), + 2CIILCN tron. ground- and excited-staic processes. See rei 24 tor details,

[Iri-p)(CD)(II N)1* (1) different reports in the literature--- from limited CV results that
The intercept salue iies the total, relative stabilization of the claim n =I for the oxidation of JIlr(ia-pz;OCOD) I,, in CI I (iN'

t'~o-clectron oxidized form relative to the one-electron oxidized solutions. In view of the sensitivity of the electrochemical response
*form in I \1 IIICh N vs. pure CII.Cl,/TBAIIl. The largest of the JIrlsa-pzf0COD)J2 system to medium effects and the

contribution to the intercept value is stabilization of [Ir(ga-pz)- presence of small amounts of wsater, the previous difficult,, in
( COD)l via the complexation equilibrium 2 1. Other contri- determining the mechanistic details of this system is apparent.

* butions to the intercept value include changes in relative solvation Although extrapolation of these results to the photochemnical
* energies and, to a lesser extent, small changes (- 10 mV) in oxidations of [lr(pi-p7)(COD)J, is perhaps speculative. s.e believe

junction potential. An independent measurement of these effects our results may' have important implications concerning the
would be needed to extract log KIK, from the intercept value. thermod~namics of nearly simultaneous two-electron transfers

* When the derived value for E?', of +0.98 V at J the intercept value from the lowest excited state of [lr(gi-pz)(COD)J2 to suitably
(+0-402 V) are utilized, the net stabilization of [Irfia-pz)- designed two-electron acceptors. The electrochemical data allow
(COD), in I \1 CICN in CI-l 2CI,/TBAH compared wkith us to construct a modified Latimer diagram-' (Figure 9) for
neat CI.Cl,/TB.*\FI is 0.518 V or 11.9 keal/mol. [Ir(,u-pz)(COD)J2 in Cl-I CN solutions that include two-electron

Case C. After the free concentration of CHl3CN reaches about processes. Because the electron-transfer kinetics of a one-step,
2.0 %1. two separate waves are no longer observ'ed. As [CHICNI two-electron transfer from Ir,* may be slow.' rapid sequential
is increased, the combined %kave sharpens aind continues to shift one-electron transfers during the lifetime of a single solvent cage
toward negative potentials. The sequential addition data in the may prove to be the more kinetically favored pathway for the net

4CIICN concentration range 2-19 10 were not analyzed quan- t~o-electron reduction of an acceptor by Ir,*. This -kinetic- view
titatisely because the shifts are of the same magnitude as the would place an additional thermiod~natnie constraint on net
change in junction potential. two-electron transfer reactions of' Ir,. A negative free energy

*Conclsions for the second electron transfer may be required to complete the
In te porl cordiatig slven CICI. to termdy- sequence leading to net, two-electron transfer, As in the ease of

nmiale discrete coprnainesseolv mened forCl tw hermd - one-electron excited-state electron transfers, escape from the
Irg-zoCOfl.. Th firt s~ve s qusi-rversblewithansotheent cage 5%%ill be required to observe the transient products of
J~r~-pz(CO)J.. Te frst\Aae isquai-rveribl wih a E thenet reaction. The further experimental exposition of these

salue that is independent of the supporting electrolyte and the ideas is currently being pursued in our laboratory.
presence oif "ater. The second %%.ase is chemical]\ irreversible in

-~ dr\s (11.0. 'TBNI I. partial]% chemicall\ reversible in .Ackno,41edgment. We thank John Evans and I larry 13. (irav
('ll (T, TBAP, and chernicaill. reversible in -moist- ('11CC], for helpful discussions . .Iohnson-MNatthe,6 Inc. is ackno% ldeed
1 13 \1l Bulk elect rol,.ses in ('II.CI solutions at potentials po-"itive for a generous loan of' IrClIil 1 .
of the fi rst oxidation ciel n '.a Iues of' t'Ao even thbough et for the

*electrode reaction is one under these conditions. The initially Supplementar, Niagerial Aiailable: Experimental data for the4prsiucd radical I Ir) u-pi))C0D)J.0 undergoes a slow reaction sequential additions of CII (iN to ( 11,C1, solutions of' Jlr("-
Ait h ( [1, 1l thait tields a two-electron oxidative addition product. pi(C 1 ))! (Tables I and 2) (2 pages). OrderinLo information
Nldition tit ubcqui a lent amounts of acetioni trile to diebloro- is giv en on an% current tmast head page.

* ~~nict;iane solutions of In 'z(01))]. results first in the growth _________________________________________
* f m cs qas'rsesiles~se i t +0.%(49 V*) and in the '2 Marshall. 1. .1. L. Stobari. S R . (ira.,. I I B5 J I ti ( hern St 1994,

iiliit.incoiis (lisaipe.iraince of the irreversible ssave IF = +.' () 1o6 ) 3i2'
1. i %% henr sufficient iniountN of' icctonitrile are added to caiuse 1-' ) IiushnelIl. Go W VI e Id sid. t) 0) K Sitobitri R. H: /a% oro ko. %1

* lie disippcarjinc ot the irresersiblic ss as . tien: s P,-, isC hifts 3.; Knox. A. R . \ Icph,!-sn. K. .\ ()1az;~'/ 9115. 4. ;'
to ic s P )tfl~c r Ic l"Lls due o the for-1 - 1 r ( -1,1 'Ji I is usi- i o e .! W rt iti ! or i rtps,ii( t 1))i . t i _ zI Ic'

to lss ismlsepietal du o he ornlo -pi d..r1m tCI 'r' .hout t' C rw~ lc;i, -. . I i on, I, SC vo! -
- .(l~I~( L) r. :y 'c retuc:i. . I[., is i'ken is ii; i: - iieasuredi Lii 12'

-In pure II .( N solutions, the concetitration ii)' cetonitrile is (iI N' 111\11 soiction, V' for the k.,: Ir,' couple- in ( It %% Ias es-

, uiIfit.ntm to shift the [;?'. couple to psotentials nca!Ltive of tile L ,', inied (rim 1
0 ', 21 ? , k-,4 (( = 2ii0.2t,2i to4 24) 0 i 1

foritilpoeti~l ndcrthee cndiion. .isinle rocss s Ecnied siate potentials \kere calculaied in a mnanner analogous to ret 22.f~rM11 otcrti~l Indcrthee coditons a sngl proessis 251 simliotancou, iso-clectron transfers he been the subnect of a the-
- hr.crd in the ( V. ind the bulk elect rolssis .ind electrode reaction oreticil inscst~iaion. see: (jurnee. F, F. Niags I1I J Chem P'hi s1957,

n %.tile% ire both 2.0 e 'binticcar unit. [his result ciontraists tvko 216. 1 -1



"Chemical and Mechanical Properties of Redox Polymer Modified
Electrodes. I. A Mechanical/Electrochemical Model", E. F. Bowden,
M. F. Dautartas and J. F. Evans, J. Electroanal Chem., in press.

A model is developed to describe the coupling of the mechanical and
electrochemical thermodynamics of redox polymer film conversion for systems
in which there is a net change in the charge per redox site associated with
this redox conversion. The electrostatically forced intrusion of
compensating charge, in the form of ions of the supporting electrolyte,
into the polymer film is predicted to result in nonNernstian behavior
because of the finite void volume within the film and the finite molar
volume of the charge compensating ion. The physical consequences of this
phenomenon are the forced swelling of the polymer film, a process which in
the presence of crosslinks (either covalent or ionic) requires energy input
in excess of that needed to carry out the simple electron transfer to/from
the redox sites. This energy is consumed in doing work against the elastic
framework of the crosslinked polymer matrix, and when couched in terms of
an elastic deformation may be con3idered reversible in the thermodynamic
sense. The model developed here treats only the simplest of such
mechanical coupling in that reversible, isotropic stress-strain is proposed
to account for the nonNernstian thermodynamics of these redox polymer
films.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed that mechanical work can be coupled to
the electrode potential in certain polymer modified electrode systems.
Such mechanical work is apparently associated with the elastic expansion
and contraction of crosslinked redox polymers due to charge compensating
counterion incorporation and expulsion, respectively. We further point out
the existence of previously reported chemical systems in which mechanical
and chemical energy were shown to be interconvertible. In these systems,
mechanical states of crosslinked polymers were altered by changing the
chemical composition of bathing solutions. Both pH-induced osmotic
pressure changes and redox-induced solubility changes have been elaborated
to account for the behavior of these "muscles".

Also, a simple physical model was presented and used to derive an
expression for electrode potential. The numerous complications which were
absent in the simple model, but which could be present to varying degrees
in pclymer modified electrode systems, were reviewed. These difficulties

in quanLIying a very complex situation do not, we feel, detract from the
main thrust of the argument. Future experimental effort will be directed
towards the independent measurement of both film volume and bulk modulus as
functions of potential.

In conclusion, a mechanical free energy model has been proposed as an

alternative to various chemical models for explaining superNernstian slopes
and broadened linear sweep voltammograms observed for many modified
electrodes. More than one of these or other mechanisms can be operative
simultaneously, and the measurement of charge and potential alone is
clearly insufficient to disentangle them from each other. Consideration of
thermodynamic expressions such as equations (10) - (12) strongly indicates
the need for new experimental strategies.
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"Chemical and Mechanical Properties of Redox Polymer Modified

Electrodes. II. Redox Thermodynamics of Plasma Polymerized
Vinylferrocene Electrodes", M. F. Dautartas, E. F. Bowden and J.
F. Evans, J. Electroanal Chem., in press.

The thermodynamics of thin films (<2000 A) of plasma polymerized
vinylferocene (PPVF) deposited on various substrates have been examined in
aqueous and nonaqueous electrolytes by controlled potential coulometry.
The Nernst plots (E vs log [CFc+/CFcO]) of these data give slopes in the
range of 120-150 mV/decade. Scanning electron microscopy of thicker films
(>4000 A) shows that significant physical damage can occur during
electrolysis. These and related observations suggest that the super-
Nernstian behavior may be related to stress induced by the forced incorp-
oration of the anion of the supporting electrolyte, as required to maintain
electroneutrality within the films. A mechanical/electrochemical model is
employed to explain the origin of the excess free energy required to
convert ferrocene sites to ferrocenium sites within the PPVF films.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the careful electrochemical characterization of
thin films of plasma polymerized ferrocene (PPVF) supported on various
substrates. These films are found to be continuous even at
ellipsometrically determined thicknesses as small as 175 A. High
concentrations of electroactive sites (4.5 M in tetra-n-butylammonium
perchlorate (TBAP)/acetonitrile) are found. Cyclic voltammetry of PPVF
reveals broad, nearly symmetric peaks, the potentials of which are found to
be much less dependent on choice of solvent and supporting electrolyte than
the corresponding voltmmetry of soluble, hydroxymethylferrocene.

Thermodynamic data for PPVF films were acquired by controlled
potential coulometry. The results show superNernstian slopes when plotted
as E vs log (CFe+/CFeO) which range between 120 and 150 mV per decade. No
systematic variation in slope with choice of solvent (water, acetonitrile,
methylene chloride) or film thickness was found. The operational formal
potential in acetonitrile with TBAP as electrolyte averages 0.424 (+0.008)
V vs Ag/AgCl. Scanning electron microscopic examination of very thick
films (4500 A), which delaminated during oxidation, reveal tearing which is
attributed to excessive tensile stress experienced as electrolyte
counterion is Corced into these films to charge compensate the pendrnt
ferrce:.i , ions fo- d. The SEM observations zug-)st Ghnt the
superNez'n ehavi -r whic', is forn. in tJ- thi)rmodynzamnic st.vij
undamaged films 2an be explained in terms of a model which involves the
reversible coupling of mechanical and electrochemical phenomena. Not only
is the involution of this model in the PPVF electochemistry more satisfying
than the usual "interaction parameter" interpretations in that it suggests
a physical basis for the nonideal thermodynamics, but also fitting of the
data to this model returns a value for the mechanical parameter of interest
(modulus of elasticity) which is in agreement with values found in similar
materials.
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"Chemical and Mechanical Properties of Redox Polymer Modified
Electrodes. III. Redox Thermodynamics of Linear Polyvinylfer-ro-
cene Electrodes", E. F. Bowden, M. F. Dautartas and J. F. Evans,
J. Electroanal Chem., in press.

The redox thermodynamics of thin films (<2000 A) of linear poly-
- Nvinylferrocene (LPVF) deposited by spincoating on polished electrode

substrates have been studied in tetra-n-butylammonium perchlorate/aceto-
" nitrile solutions. Three distinct regions of thermodynamic behavior were

revealed through analysis of Nernst plots (E vs log (CFc+/CFcO)) con-
structed from controlled potential coulometric data. For films which were
0-3% oxidized, superNernstian slopes with values dependent upon electrolyte
concentration were attributed to Donnan equilibrium contributions to the
electrode potential. This form of LPVF thus appears to function as a
simple anion exchanger. Further oxidation (up to ca. 50%) is accompanied
by a transition to a second thermodynamic region characterized by sub-
Nernstian behavior which is interpreted in terms of an increasing asso-
ciation of ferrocenium/perchlorate ion pairs into dimers or higher order
aggregates. Oxidation above 50% results in an abrupt return to super-
Nernstian behavior, for which a mechanical/electrochemical model is
proposed. In this third region, the LPVF film is envisioned to be a
homogeneous network structure characterized by a high concentration of
ionic crosslinks and a capability for sustaining electrochemically induced
stress arising from the forced accommodation of neutralizing counterions.
The transitions from one thermodynamic region to another are consistent
with increasing film ion content as oxidation proceeds. The complexity in
thermodynamic redox behavior of LPVF results from the substantial poten-
tial-dependent changes in film ion concentration (0 to 6 M) along with a
relatively high degree of structural freedom due to the lack of covalent
crosslinks.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been found that crosslinking has a profound influence upon the
redox thermodynamic behavior of polyvinylferrocene films. LPVF, which
lacks covalent crosslinks, exhibits behavior which is more complex than the
covalently crosslinked PPVF. The lack of crosslinking leaves LPVF with
more degrees of structural freedom to respond to electrochemically induced
compositional changes. Thus, LPVF exhibits a subNernstian region in which
pendant groups apparently have sufficient mobility to interact strongly
with each other to create dimers and perhaps higher-order aggregates. Such

*- behavior is absent in PPVF presumably because the covalent network
restricts structural reorganization.

Analysis of Nernst plots constructed from equilibrium charge data
leads to the conclusion that at least three distinct electrochemical
phenomena are involved in controlling thermodynamic behavior. Each appears
to dominate in a different region of fractional oxidation of the ferrocenic
site population. LPVF films which are <3% oxidized exhibit electrolyte
concentration-dependent superNernstian slopes and are found to behave as
anion exchange membranes. Further oxidation (up to ca. 50%) results in
subNernstian slopes which reflect the increasing aggregation of ferrocenium
sites due to ionic interactions. Oxidation above 50% yields superNernstian
slopes, and a mechanical/electrochemical model has been proposed to account
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for this behavior.

It is important to note that in the overall description of LPVF
thermodynamics the transitions from domination by one physical process in a
given region to domination by another in an adjacent region are
phenomenologically compatible, each being an extension of the other. That
is, in the near-reduced state (Region I) the film behaves as an anion
exchanger whose free fixed-site concentration increases with fractional

: . oxidation. However, as ion concentrations increase upon further oxidation,
ion pair formation and ion pair association become increasingly favored
processes and are proposed to dominate in Region II. Thus the transition
in thermodynamic behavior from Region I-to-II follows as a natural
consequence of increasing ion concentration as the film is oxidized. As
ionic association continues to increase, ionic crosslink density also
increases while the degrees of structural freedom correspondingly decrease.
At the transition separating Regions II and III, approximately half of the
redox sites are ionized, and the high degree of crosslinking which has
accumulated to this point apparently affords a polymer structure which is
likely to be relatively homogeneous at the microscopic level, having
acquired significant ionic crystalline character. Ferrocenium and
perchlorate concentrations have reached ca. 3 M at this point and the
effective exclusion of free solvent is proposed to coincide with the
transition. Alternatively, one may consider the possibility that
increasing ion concentrations trigger a phase change at the II-to-III
transition in which a microscopically heterogeneous Region II structure
composed of ionic and non-ionic domains is replaced by a homogeneous,
predominately ionic structure in which the existence of free solvent was
not energetically favored. In either view the consequence of film ion
concentrations above 3 M is an extensively crosslinked Region III
structure. Deviations from Nernstian behavior in these films can be
interpreted as arising from the need to elastically expand this structure
to accommodate additional counterions. In the context of the overall

S".description presented here, there is a logical progression in the
structural description of the polymer as its ion content is increased.
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"Chemical and Mechanical Properties of Redox Polymer Modified
Electrodes. IV. Structural Reorganization of Nafion Films Loaded
with Dinethylaminomethylferrocene", Barbara E. Moriarty and John
F. Evans, J. Electroanal Chem., submitted.

Nafion films coated on fluorosilanized glassy carbon electrodes were
loaded with protonated dimethylaminomethylferrocene (HAFC+) from aqueous
sulfuric acid solvent/supporting electrolyte (SSE) solutions. HAFc + was
retained within the polymer films only when the loading solution contained
a large concentration of HAFc+ (14-17 mM), and/or a small concentration of
acetonitrile (2-5%). These results suggest that the retention of HAFc +

occurs when the ferrocene species are bound to sulfonate exchange sites
which are located in relatively more hydrophobic environments. Evidence for
a multiplicity of environments within the Nafion is found, and a square
scheme mechanism is proposed to explain these results.

Cyclic voltammetric and chronoamperometric experiments carried out
after the loaded film was transferred into a solution containing only SSE
imply that the Nafion polymer film undergoes a reorganization, accompanied
by loss of the less tightly-bound HAFc + from hydrophilic regions. The
resulting films were then found to be stable for several months in SSE
solutions.

The addition of acetonitrile to the SSE causes ferrocene species that
were initially electroinactive in the HAFc+-loaded films, to become
electrochemically active. These results are interpreted in terms of
plasticization of the Nafion polymer by the acetonitrile.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The retention of HAFc + in Nafion films is achieved only by using
either large concentrations of HAFc +, or by including a small concentration
of a swelling solvent (e.g. acetonitrile) in the SSE. Evidence for multiple
environments within the Nafion is given, and the cyclic voltammetric
results are interpeted using a square scheme mechanism.

The polymer film reorganizes after transfer from the loading solution
to one containing only solvent/supporting electrolyte. This reorganization
is accompanied by a cathodic shift in the apparent formal potential, a
decrease in the peak separation and a change in the current transients from
potential step experiments. After reorganization, the HAFc+-loaded Nafion
film is stable for long periods of time (3 months).

* -Finally, experiments in which acetonitrile was added to solvent/sup-
porting electrolyte after polymer reorganization indicate the presence of
other ferrocene sites which are initially electroinactive. These sites can

O* become electrochemically active when a solvent that swells the polymer is
added to the solvent/supporting electrolyte.

These experiments demonstrate that polymer coated electrodes are
structurally dynamic systems, and that the structural properties of the
polymer can markedly influence the electrochemical performance of the film-
coated electrodes.
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